The earliest histochemical methods for demonstrating carbohydratecontaining macromolecules served mainly to &rentiate these substances, as a general class, from the other macromolecular constituents in tissue sections: the proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids (93,137). A later stage in the development of this field aimed at distinguishing by histochemistry subclasses of carbohydratecontaining components, e.g., neutral and acidic constituents and subgroups of the acidic substances. The capacity to characterize complex carbohydrates in situ in tissue sections progressed subsequently with the use of carbohydrate-degrading enzymes to locate moieties possessing a specific carbohydrate linkage labile to the enzyme and of immunostaining to identlfy specific epitopes. An added dimension for analysis of glycoconjugate (GC) structure in situ followed the advent of labeled lectins which allow histochemical demonstration of terminal or internal sugars or of sugar sequences.
Introduction
The earliest histochemical methods for demonstrating carbohydratecontaining macromolecules served mainly to &rentiate these substances, as a general class, from the other macromolecular constituents in tissue sections: the proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids (93,137). A later stage in the development of this field aimed at distinguishing by histochemistry subclasses of carbohydratecontaining components, e.g., neutral and acidic constituents and subgroups of the acidic substances. The capacity to characterize complex carbohydrates in situ in tissue sections progressed subsequently with the use of carbohydrate-degrading enzymes to locate moieties possessing a specific carbohydrate linkage labile to the enzyme and of immunostaining to identlfy specific epitopes. An added dimension for analysis of glycoconjugate (GC) structure in situ followed the advent of labeled lectins which allow histochemical demonstration of terminal or internal sugars or of sugar sequences.
This review attempts to put in perspective the status of carbohydrate histochemistry before and after introduction of the lectin approach. Progress in the development and application of non-lectin methods for light and electron microscopic localization has been reviewed (126,137,153,172,175,205,210,213,234) and will be covered here in summary form. A voluminous literature on lectin histochemistry and its use in a wide range of adult and embryonic tissues and pathological lesions at the light and electron microscopic level has also been reviewed extensively (2,16,17,95,101,131,  142,153,172,175,213,234) . The discussion of lectin histochemistry here concerns to a large extent experience from this laboratory. The intent is to emphasize advantages ofthis approach for probing the chemical nature of GCs in precise loci, detecting the presence of tinctive chemical structure in diverse sites of highly specialized bi-ologica1 activity. Such an association implies relevance of the chemical nature of the GC to the function where it occurs. A number of examples of such concurrence will be described that point to possible participation of a specific GC in a particular biological function at a precise histological or cytological site.
Pre-lectin Histochemistry of Complex Carbohydrates
A large class of macromolecules in mammalian tissues differs from the other classes in possessing sugar residues. These carbohydratecontaining components are referred to in general as complex carbohydrates, a term that includes both polysaccharides, such as glycogen, and glycoconjugates (GCs), in which sugars are linked to non-carbohydrate moieties. Histochemical methods specific for visualizing GCs and differentiating them from proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids depended initially on their content of sugars with vicinal hydroxyls and of distinctive acidic moieties (26) (Figure 1; Eble 1) . Thus, GCs which alone among the classes of macromolecules contain hexoses with vicinal hydroxyls were visualized selectively with the periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) procedure (93, 109). In addition, highly acidic sulfate esters and less acidic carboxyls of sialic acids and uronic acids in G C s were found to bind a variety of cationic dyes that did not react with less acidic dicarboxylic amino acids in proteins or with nucleic acids. Basic reagents commonly used included alcian blue (AB) (118,217), azure A, and other thiazines such as thionin and toluidine blue (96), aldehyde fuchsin (42,208), and iron diamines (196) .
The PAS and cationic dye methods (Figure 1 ; Table 1 ) not only distinguished carbohydrate-containing macromolecules from others in tissue sections but also yielded information about different types of carbohydrate-rich components in a section. Affinity for a cationic dye in a histological site revealed its content of acidic GC, whereas PAS staining and lack of basophilia at a site demonstrated the presence of a neutral complex carbohydrate.
Further histochemical differentiation of acidic GCs into those containing sulfate esters with or without carboxyls and those possessing carboxyl groups but no sulfates was achieved on the basis of the greater acidity of sulfates compared with carboxyls (Figure Table 1 ). Cationic dyes were employed at buffer-controlled pH levels to differentiate GCs according to their acidity (19,53,60). It was observed that azure A and AB applied to a section in a solution buffered below pH 2.0 stained macromolecules with sulfate esters that dissociate their proton in this pH range. These low-pH reagents lacked affinity for the more weakly acidic carboxyl groups which are not dissociated at pH 2.0 or below (90, 92, 197, 198, 205) . AB and azure A, when applied in a solution buffered at pH 2.8-3. 5 where both carboxyls and sulfates are dissociated, bound to carboxylated as well as sulfated GCs in sections. Analogously, AB solutions containing MgClz at 0.2 M or higher in Scotts' critical electrolyte concentration series (147,188) stained only sulfated GCs (205) .
The high-iron diamine (HID) method has been found selective for sulfated GCs (37,196). Furthermore, an HID-AB sequence differentiated within a single section sulfated GCs stained purple to black from non-sulfated, carboxylated GCs colored blue. The sequence, however, has failed to detect some sialic acid carboxyls present with sulfate esters, possibly because black obscures blue coloration in GCs with preponderant sulfates. This result was observed applying variants of the HID-AB method to sites considered to contain asialo-sulfo-glycoprotein, asulfo-sialo-glycoprotein, and sialo-sulfo-glycoprotein (152). Staining with PNA imparted by prior sialidase digestion will be referred to later as identifying sialoconjugates whose basophilia is obscured by staining of sulfates in the last category (219) .
Application of the HID-AB method distinguished sulfated from carboxylated, nonsulfated GCs in a wide range of normal tissues (90, 200, 205) . The dual staining technique has also provided information of diagnostic significance concerning altered proportions of sulfated vs sialylated GCs in neoplasms and premalignant lesions (33,34). Glycoproteins in transitional epithelium adjacent to colorectal cancer and in the neoplastic epithelium disclosed an increase in sialylated and decrease in sulfated glycoprotein.
Analogously, aldehyde fuchsin followed by AB (pH 2.5) was shown to distinguish purple sulfated from blue carboxylated nonsulfated GCs (208) . Aldehyde fuchsin stained sulfated GCs less strongly than HID in most sites but as well as or better than HID in a few others, exemplified by gastric chief cells in human and dog (206) , parotid intercalated ducts in the Syrian hamster (ZOO), and submandibular gland seromucous acini in human. Since these are all serous secretory cells that in two instances produce autoradiographically proven sulfated secretion, the stained material is most likely GC possessing sulfate esters partially masked by associated protein.
Autoradiography offers an additional approach to localizing sulfated complex carbohydrates (6,15,24,90,130,215 ). Sites containing these constituents have been demonstrated autoradiographically by their incorporation of 31S04= Visualization of sulfated GCs by this means is restricted in practice to sites where sufficient turnover of the macromolecule occurs in the first 24-48 hr after injection of isotope and before its incorporation by intestinal flora into amino acids and eventually protein in the host.
Comparing results with the PAS and basic dye methods has provided evidence concerning presence of one or the other of two main biochemical classes of complex carbohydratethe glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) and the glycoproteins. PAS positivity identified glycoprotein, since GAGs inexplicably failed to stain with the PAS method, despite content of vicinal hydroxyls in their glucuronic and iduronic acid residues. Although the conventional PAS method Table 1 
. Prdectin methods for localizing and cbaractenzing complex carbohydrates
Method &er a prc-tmtment failed to detect GAGs, a modified procedure has yielded staining of cartilage matrix apparently attributable to GAG (79) .
PAS-positive constituents are generally interpreted as glycoprotein. This view rests on the assumption that lipid solvents employed for dehydration and embedment of tissue and deparaffinization of sections extracted the other potentially stained class, the glycolipids, from paraffin sections. Investigation is needed, however, conceming whether PAS staining in some sites reveals insoluble glycolipids.
Reactivity with the PAS method and lack of basophilia have been interpreted as demonstrative of neutral glycoprotein. Staining with both PAS and basic dye methods demonstrated acidic glycoprotein, a mixture of neutral and acidic glycoproteins, or a mixture of acidic or neutral glycoprotein and GAG (118, 198) . On the other hand, PAS-negative basophilic sites were judged to contain either GAG or acidic glycoprotein devoid of PAS-reactive hexoses. Observations of PAS-negative, strongly basophilic and metachromatic secretion in the rabbit's lingual mucous glands and elsewhere were viewed as evidencing a periodate-unreactive, acidic glycoprotein (198) . Comparison of histochemical results yielded by the PAS method and by labeled lectins, as noted later, now provides extensive evidence for PAS-unreactive glycoproteins in many epithelial cells, and further comparison of staining with basic dyes vs lectin and PAS methods demonstrates that many of the PAS-negative substances are neutral glycoproteins.
The above classes of G C s can be visualized with the dialyzed iron-PAS (156) or the AB-PAS (118) sequence performed on a single section. These methods have differentiated a neutral group of glycoproteins stained red and an acidic group of glycoproteins, possessing both PAS-positive hexoses and basophilia, stained purple. In addition, these sequences distinguished an acidic group which, lacking PAS positive hexoses and staining turquoise, consisted of either GAGS or periodate-unreactive glycoproteins. Exceptions were encountered, however, in that some acidic GCs paradoxically lacked alcianophilia (205) . Such acidic GCs could be identified as a rule by affinity for other cationic dyes or, in the case of sulfoconjugates, by autoradiographic labeling with 35S04 .
Glycoproteins, it should be noted, are to an extent distinguishable from GAGS on the basis also of their tissue distribution. Location extracellularly in connective tissue matrices and basement membranes is considered an identifying feature of GAGs. However, GAGs, particularly dermatan and heparan sulfate, also occur closely associated with cell membranes, as they have been localized in plasmalemmal fractions of cultured fibroblasts. Moreover, GAGs presumably exist normally in some cell membranes of various epithelial cells that accumulate them in lysosomal enzyme deficiencies such as Hurler's and Hunter's mucosaccharidoses (202) . Perhaps from occurring at a very low concentration or in an occult form, these cell-associated GAGs have not been specifically demonstrated by carbohydrate histochemistry in epithelial cell membranes in normal tissues. Staining in epithelia, especially in their secretory products, is usually attributable to glycoprotein. Nevertheless, a testicular hyaluronidase labile, sulfated component interpreted as chondroitin sulfate has been found in stored secretion in two epithelial sites, namely gastric chief cells of dog and human (10, 206) and principal cells of the guinea pig's renal collecting tubules (168).
Further differentiation of entities within the subclasses has been accomplished by digestion of tissue sections with glycosidases of known specificity. Lability of PAS staining to malt diastase identified glycogen (93). Elimination of basophilia by sialidase localized glycoprotein possessing sialic acid residues (216) . Removal of basophilia by digestion with bacterial hyaluronidase (94) localized hyaluronic acid. Lability of staining to testicular hyaluronidase identified sites of hyaluronic acid or chondroitin 4or 6-sulfate (89) . Basophilia eliminated by digestion with chondroitinase ABC could be attributed to chondroitin sulfate A, B, C, D, or E, and that labile to heparitinase to heparan sulfate (74, 75) . Enzyme digestions have therefore served to differentiate individual molecular species or groups of GAGS. Treating sections with nitrous acid in addition provided a means of removing N-linked sulfates of heparin and heparan sulfate and thereby selectively destroying their basophilia (135, 192) .
More recently, immunostaining has been employed to localize specific complex carbohydrates (145, 146, 172) . Different proteoglycans including chondroitin, heparan, and keratan sulfate can now be demonstrated immunocytochemically (145, 146) . In addition, antibodies developed against carbohydrate differentiation antigens of glycoprotein or glycolipid nature (32,103) have been employed immunocytochemically to differentiate nerve cells on the basis of the carbohydrate sequences in the cell's glycocalyx. Immunostaining for these epitopes served in probing mechanisms of cell interactions during the course of development of the nervous system (22,23).
Within the highly variable class of sialic acid containing GCs (45), a number of structurally different entities have been ddferentiated histochemically by means of combined chemical modification and sialidase digestion procedures (12, 13, 133, (151) (152) (153) (154) 178) . Through ingeniously modifying staining by a number of methods with sequential blocking or unblocking procedures, Reid and Culling and colleagues have devised a scheme for characterizing sialoconjugates in situ. It has been found that the effect of deacetylation, oxidation, and reduction procedures in appropriate order on staining with the PAS, AB (pH l.O)-PAS, AB (pH 2.5)-PAS, and periodate-phenylhydrazine-Schiff methods reveals marked differences in glycoproteins in various sites. These methods, which provide a histochemical basis for dividing epithelial glycoproteins into 11 subclasses (154), have been reviewed in detail (153) and offer a means of localizing different glycoproteins to a specific histological or cytological site. Sialoconjugates varying according to the site of attachment of one or more acetyl groups on C-4, C-7, C-8, or C-9 of sialic acid have been differentiated, as have GCs containing neutral sugars, acetylated neutral sugars, and sulfate esters with or without sialic acid. Characterization of sialylated glycoproteins in the colon has provided diagnostically applicable information about changes of GCs in neoplastic and inflammatory disease (153).
The effect of blocking staining by chemical procedures of known reaction mechanisms has yielded information about structural characteristics of GCs in a number of sites. Examples of this approach include blocking basophilia by methylation, which acts through a combination of removing sulfate groups and esterfying carboxyls (35, 198) . A sequence has been employed entailing active methylation to hydrolyze and remove sulfate esters from GCs while methylating their carboxyls, followed by saponification with potassium hydroxide to de-esterify the carboxyl groups. The first step utilizing methylation eliminated basophilia of both sulfates and carboxyls, whereas the second step employing KOH restored basophilia to the carboxyls exclusively. The methylation-saponification sequence thus stained carboxyl groups of GCs selectively (198) . Histochemical proof that methylation does not esterify sulfates but rather hydrolyzes them came from the elimination of the 3sS04 = autoradiographic label from a tissue section by first subjecting it to the methylation procedure (215) .
Because methylation hydrolyzes sulfate groups from GC, it offers a potential for increasing PAS reactivity in sites containing hexose with sulfate esters attached to a hydroxyl of a vicinal glycol. Sites have been encountered that acquired or gained increased PAS reactivity after methylation, and these cells were assumed to possess sulfated vic glycols (197) . Conversely, exposing sections to sulfuric acid introduces basophilia by sulfating hydroxyls of sugars. This sulfation procedure has provided a means of selectively imparting metachromasia to neutral or to non-metachromatic acidic GCs in a variety of sites and, incidentally, of blocking their PAS reactivity (84) . Eliminating PAS reactivity by acetylation of hydroxyls (38) represents another specific histochemical blocking procedure.
Information concerning the spatial relationship between an acidic moiety and a vicinal glycol group in an oligosaccharide can be derived from ablating the Schiff reactivity of periodateengendered aldehydes with phenylhydrazine. Phenylhydrazine fails to condense on an aldehyde proximal to a carboxyl as it would otherwise, presumably because of attraction for the positively charged hydrazine by the anionic group. Whereas this compound condensed on periodate-engendered aldehydes obstructed their binding of Schiff reagent in neutral oligosaccharides, it did not block Schiff staining of periodate-induced aldehyde proximal to a carboxyl of sialic acid. Accordingly, a periodic acid-phenylhydrazine-SchiiTsequence stained sialoconjugate but not neutral glycoproteins that are normally PAS positive (151, 197) .
In a reverse sense, a positively charged aromatic amine condensed via a Schiff base on a periodate-engendered aldehyde (49) proximal to a carboxyl can neutralize the negative charge of the acid group and impair its basophilia. Histochemical observations have shown that, after treatment of the section with periodate and then phenylendiamine, AB fails to stain a fraction of the sialoconjugates that normally bind the dye. This periodate-phenylendiamine-AB method selectively stained acidic complex carbohydrate that apparently lacked a vic glycol near a carboxyl or sulfate group and retained alcianophilia despite the preliminary oxidation and amine condensation steps. The periodate-diamine sequence differentiated such glycoconjugates from others that possessed a vic glycol close to a carboxyl and lost alcianophilia after such treatment. The method demonstrated examples of each type in a number of sites (196) .
Lectin Methods in Histochemistry
The aforementioned procedures differentiate main categories of complex carbohydrates and some carbohydrate-rich macromolecular entities and provide a basis for histochemical classification of such constituents (207) . However, these methods yield incomplete information as to the detailed structure of the carbohydrate moiety. Advances in this area have followed the introduction of carbohydrate binding proteins as reagents of carbohydrate histochemistry (for reviews see 2,16,17,95,101,13 1,142~ 53,172.17 5,213.2 34). These substances, known as lectins or agglutinins, are proteins of plant and animal origin whose importance for histochemistry lies in their affinity for specific terminal sugars and some internal sugars, sugar linkages, or oligomers in complex carbohydrates (Table 2) . Conjugated to a label visible by light or electron microscopy, the lectins serve as histochemical reagents to visualize selectively GCs possessing a specific structure to which the lectin binds.
The cellular sites in which lectins detect GCs can usually be recognized in the light microscope as plasmalemma, secretory granules, lysosomes, and Golgi cisternae. Such localization agrees with the known location of glycosyl transferases in membranes of the granular endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi complex and with the concept that only proteins destined for export, storage in lysosomes, or retention in membranes are glycosylated. The plasmalemma1 staining likely reveals either transmembrane glycoproteins possessing glycoforms on the extracellular face of the plasmalemma or glycoproteins anchored glycosidically in the membrane to phosphatidyl inositol (148). Contrariwise, a few instances of unexplained staining of the cytosol have been encountered, as illustrated later for cells of the murine adrenal gland.
Lectin Technique
Different methods of staining with lectins have been adapted from those proven satisfactory for immunohistochemistry. Accordingly, the choice of marker lies between a fluorescent dye, such as fluorescein or rhodamine, or an enzyme, such as horseradish peroxidase (HRP), alkaline phosphatase, or glucose oxidase, the latter of which offers an advantage in its absence from mammalian cells and hence reduced nonspecific reactivity. Colloidal gold has been utilized as a third type of visualant (157-164). Although mainly employed as an ultrastructural marker, colloidal gold has proven useful for light microscopy, particularly as a result of silver intensifcation of the gold deposit (157, 164, 194) . Lectin histochemistry can be carried out on cryosections or paraffin sections. Staining with the fluorescent label is usually per-formed on unfixed frozen sections or sections fixed with alcohol or acetone before or after cryosectioning. Preference for such processing for fluorescent stains arose because aldehyde fixation was found to impart troublesome background autofluorescence to the tissue. The technique using an enzyme marker is applicable to cryosections or paraffin sections of specimens fixed with aldehyde or alcoholic solutions.
The lectin cytochemical method preferred in our laboratory employs peroxidase-conjugated lectin (Figure 2) on sections of fixed tissues embedded in paraffin (180, 183) . This choice was based largely on experience which showed several advantages for paraffin sections stained with the enzyme technique and viewed in brightfield. The advantages included less interference from background coloration, greater permanence of the staining, better morphological resolution, and enhanced comparison of reactive against unstained sites.
Optimal results for light microscopy have been achieved on tissues fixed 2-24 hr with 6% HgCIz, 1% sodium acetate, and 0.1% glutaraldehyde (B4G) solution before dehydration and embedment in paraffin. Carnoy fixation served better in infrequent cell types and nearly as well in a number of sites for preserving the reactivity of secretory glycoproteins, but was found to be less effective for preserving lectin binding capacity in some sites, particularly membranes. Satisfactory results have been obtained for some cells in specimens fixed less than 1 hr in formalin, but longer exposure to formaldehyde impaired lectin staining. Human surgical specimens fixed routinely in formalin usually stained weakly with lec- tin-HRP conjugates. Light microscopic results illustrated or described from this laboratory pertain to B4Gor Carnoy-fixed tissues. For ultrastructural cytochemistry, specimens should be fixed in 0.2-2.0% buffered glutaraldehyde with or without the addition of 1-4 YO paraformaldehyde.
A variety of methods employed to label antibodies for immunohistochemistry have been applied to labeling lectins for their histochemical use. Thus, fluorescent dyes conjugated to lectins do not alter their sugar affinities (108) and have found wide application in lectin histochemistry. Alternatively, enzymes can be conjugated directly to the lectin with glutaraldehyde (3) for histochemical use. In the method employing gold as a marker, the spherules are coated with lectin and sites of binding are visualized by silver intensification (194) .
A variant to direct conjugation of lectin to enzyme has utilized the high affinity of avidin for biotin, a property exploited earlier in immunocytochemistry (67) . This approach entailed applying biotinylated lectin followed by avidin-biotin-derivatized horseradish peroxidase. The avidin-biotin procedure reviewed by Ahoy et al.
(2) has been employed widely for lectin histochemistry and in our experience has proven comparable in sensitivity and selectivity to the technique using peroxidase-conjugated lectins. Avidin-biotin complexing has been adapted in addition to the use of colloidal gold as a visualant by detecting biotinylated lectin bound to the section with avidin-coated gold spherules.
To prepare a lectin-HRP conjugate, the lectin is joined to HRP with glutaraldehyde (3), except in the case of concanavalin A which binds spontaneously to mannose residues of the HRP (7). The conjugate is fractionated by molecular sieve chromatography on a Bio-Gel P-100 column, and eluted fractions showing a high specific to nonspecific staining ratio in a variety of known positive sites are combined and used at an appropriate dilution, usually in the range of 5-10 vg/ml (183) . Deparaffinized sections of B4G-fixed tissues should be treated with 5 % alcoholic iodide and rinsed with 5 % sodium thiosulfate to remove HgC12 before exposure to the lectin-peroxidase conjugate. Sites of lectin binding are visualized by subsequent incubation in the diaminobenzidine (DAB) substrate medium for peroxidase (46).
Employing peroxidase substrates other than diaminobenzidine, such as 3-amino-9-ethyl carbazol, 4-chloro-l-naphthol, or a mixture of p-phenylaminediamine dihydrochloride and pyrocatechol, results in deposition of red to blue reaction products (125). Sequential staining with one lectin-HRP conjugate followed by incubation in a substrate medium, and then with a second lectin-HRP conjugate followed by incubation with another substrate, permits direct comparison in one and the same section of the distribution of GCs with different sugar content at the tissue or cellular level (183) . An alternative to the use of substrates other than diaminobenzidine utilizes NiC12, CoCl2, or CuSO4 in the DAB solution to modify the color of the oxidized DAB reaction product (68) . In addition, lectins conjugated to different enzymes such as alkaline phosphatase or glucose oxidase can be used for this purpose, since the color of the reaction product differs for each enzyme. Similar sequential staining with a lectin conjugate and then an immunocytochemical method allows comparison of the distribution of GC possessing a specific terminal sugar with that of a specific antigen in one and the same section (63) .
Controls for lectin cytochemistry include (a) selective destruction of the sugar's lectin affinity by periodate oxidation of the section before staining; (b) substitution of unconjugated HRP for the lectin-HRP conjugate; or (c) adding to the HRP-lectin solution at 0.2 M concentration the sugar to which the lectin binds preferentially (56, 87, 183) . Staining with HRP conjugated to a different lectin provides another control for sites devoid of the sugar that binds the second lectin.
These cytochemical controls permit avoiding a false-positive result. Examining sites known to possess a GC with affinity for the lectin will detect false negatives that could result from technical problems, such as inactive reagent or improper fixation. However, false negatives attributable to loss of the component or its lectin affinity during tissue processing, or steric inaccessability of the GC in the tissue section to the reagent, are more difficult to avoid. Examining frozen as well as paraffin sections of specimens fixed with various solutions offers an approach to obviating this error.
Analysis of Glycoconjzlgates In Situ
Glycoprotein Structure. A number of carbohydrate-containing constituents that are more prevalent and diverse than GAGs belong to the glycoprotein class. Glycoproteins are probably the components generally visualized by lectin histochemistry. As noted later, GAGs, with the possible exception of keratan sulfate, are thought not to account for lectin staining in paraffin sections. Alternatively, glycolipid could explain lectin binding in some sites. Knowledge that lectin-HRP conjugates recognize glycosphingolipids on thin layer chromatograms (91) affirms this consideration, as do studies reviewed by Schrevel et al. (172) , showing binding of fluoresceinlabeled cholera toxin to gangliosides in the plasmalemma of viable cells in culture. These findings point to the need for further in-quiry concerning whether insoluble glycolipids account for some lectin staining in paraffin sections.
Glycoproteins consist of a protein backbone to which oligosaccharide side chains are attached at variable intervals (88, 115, 189) . The oligosaccharides vary widely in their chemical structure. Of the 100 or so known hexoses, the six that occur in mammalian glycoproteins include D-glucose (Glc), D-mannose (Man), L-fucose (Fuc), D-galactose (Gal), N-acetyl-D-galactosamine (GalNAc), and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (GlcNAc). These, together with many sialic acids (NeuAc) differing in acetylation, combine in various sequences and proportions and by different linkages to form oligosaccharides consisting of two to 15 or more residues and varying in extent of branching.
The glycoproteins fall into two main categories, according to the attachment of the oligosaccharide to the peptide chain (82) . The two types include those in which a reducing terminal GalNAc is linked 0-glycosidically to the hydroxyl of serine or threonine and those in which a reducing terminal GlcNAc is bound N-glycosidically to the epsilon amine of asparagine. GCs in the N-linked class contain a core of protein-bound N,Nacetylchitobiose (GlcNAcp1, 4GlcNAc) and 3 Man residues (82) . They exhibit a complex structure extending from the core, and fall into subgroups including those with a high mannose or high N-acetyllactosamine (Galpl, 4GlcNAc) or chitobiose content, a hybrid type with Man and GlcNAc, and a complex category containing NeuAc, Fuc, and N-acetyllactosamine. These classes vary further in possessing no branches or two to four antennae created by branching at a mannose residue and in bisection by GlcNAc bound to mannose at branching points.
The oligosaccharide structure varies widely among glycoproteins and also can differ at glycosylation points within a polypeptide. In addition to showing such variability of the glycoforms along the peptide chain, some proteins are known to contain oligosaccharides of different structure at the same glycosylation point under varying physiological or pathological conditions or in different organs (148).
The wide range of structural configurations among GCs, plus heterogeneity in the peptide chain, allow for a tremendous diversity in their chemical nature. Such potential for variability supports the consideration raised by the multiplicity of histochemical results that many glycoproteins are unique for the histological or even the cytological site at which they occur.
This chemical diversity provides a potential for a broad functional capacity. Knowledge is growing but incomplete concerning the biological significance of Nvs 0-glycosylation and of the highly variable structure of the many different entities in each class (148). GCs are important determinants for many biological activities, serving through specific molecular interactions to bind hormones, serum constituents, microorganisms, and other cells to a cell surface, to modify the physical and chemical properties of the extracellular environment, and to influence the mechanisms of autoimmunity and immunodefense. Secreted G C s play a role on or at a distance from the cell surface. Plasmalemmal G C s function locally in receptor activity and intercellular recognition and adhesion, and from distributions reviewed here can be envisioned as influencing transport of ions and metabolites across cell membranes. Nature of GCs Detected by Lectin Histochemistry. Although new lectins are being discovered continually, we have chosen to list only those with which we have the most experience (Tible 2). These lectins were selected for histochemical studies on the basis of their well-established carbohydrate binding specificity and generally include representatives of all the major classes of lectins thus far isolated. Not all lectins in this updated list were employed in earlier studies and, accordingly, statements about nonreactivity of a site for all lectins tested pertain only to the lectins included in the cited reports.
Among the well-characterized lectins, several possess affinity for specific terminal sugars and in some cases for the a or p anomeric linkage to the penultimate residue. Some lectins, on the other hand, manifest affinity for specific di-or trisaccharides, whereas others bind selectively to certain internal sugars or core regions of oligosaccharides (Table 2 ) (39,40, 95, 190) . Lectins are now available with preferential affinity for various non-reducing terminal sugars (hereafter termed simply terminal sugars in reference to their position at the external terminus of the bound oligosaccharide), including Gal, W A C , GlcNAc, Fuc, and NeuAc (Table 2) . Although agglutinins display selective reactivity with a given monosaccharide in solution, they usually exhibit many-fold higher affinity for the sugar bound by a particular linkage to a specific penultimate mono-or oligosaccharide (40). The potential value of lectins in histochemistry therefore extends beyond simply idenufying terminal sugars to elucidating the more complex structure to which the terminal sugar attaches. Information about the nature of the oligomer at a histological site can be elicited in two ways. The affinity of some lectins varies with the linkage of the terminal to the penultimate sugar and the structure of the underlying oligosaccharide (40). The binding constants for each specific type of structure presumably determine the lectin concentration required to stain it. Titering the binding of a lectin to various sites should then help to demonstrate differences among related G C s at separate loci and to identify the reactive moiety at a site. As another approach, comparing staining with a battery of lectins whose different affinity characteristics are known would enable matching the lectin binding profile to the specific structural requirements underlying the affinity of the various lectins. Information about the nature of a GC at a stained site could be obtained as well by determining the relative affinity of two or more lectins for the same cell by competitively inhibiting the binding of a labeled lectin with increasing concentrations of a second unlabeled lectin (54). However, stearic hindrance influencing access of lectin conjugate to homotrope complicates such qualitative analysis and requires assessing the optimal fixation method and the possible advantage of frozen over paraffin sections and of lipid extraction or pre-digestion with protease.
Continued exploration has yielded several agglutinins with nominal specificity for one type of terminal sugar (Table 2) . Thus, UEA I, LTA, and OFA all detect Fuc at a branch or terminal position (Table 2) . However, they differ in reacting with fucoconjugates in accord with the link between Fuc and its neighbor. OFA is reported to show a broader specificity than LX4 or UEA I and to bind preferentially to Fuc with an aL3 or a1,4 linkage (go), whereas LTA and UEA I are believed to prefer an a1,2 linkage (1, 138, 224) .
Histochemical experience has disclosed that some sites stain with one Fuc-specific lectin whereas other sites stain with another (56,8733,241). Such discrepancies are taken as corroborative histochemical evidence for different linkages of the sugar to the oligosaccharide in various cell types. The histochemical results offer a potential for deducing the type of Fuc linkage at a site from comparing the binding requirements of the lectins that do and of the lectins that do not stain the site. For example, histochemical results in the gerbil's inner ear reveal staining with UEA I and not with LTA in marginal cells of the stria vascularis and vestibular dark cells, both of which serve to maintain the high K+ and low Na+ concentration of endolymph (225) . Biochemical data show that the Type I blood group H chain containing Fucal.2Galpl,3GlcNAc binds UEA I but not LTA (140). and that the Type I1 H-substance with the Gal linked p1,4 to GlcNAc displays stronger affinity for UEA I than LTA (40). The lectin staining indicates, then, that the inner ear cells contain an H-like substance probably containing a1.2bound Fuc and the p1,3 Type I linkage.
Conversely, histochemical data could provide insight into binding characteristics of a lectin through correlating lectin affinity with the chemical nature of a component known to occur in a stained site. Thus, LTA but not UEA I stained mucous cells of the human submandibular gland in presumed non-secretors (87) who produce the Lea substance GalB1,3(Fucal,4)GlcNAc. Lotus tetragonolobus agglutinin therefore evidenced affinity not possessed by UEA I for the Fuc-linked a1,4 to GlcNAc in this epitope. On the other hand, both LTA and UEA I stained submandibular mucous cells in presumed secretors containing the difucosylated Leb substance In the same context, a number of lectins that bind nominally to terminal aGalNAc vary in this affinity according to the nature of the oligosaccharide to which the sugar is attached (Table 2) . Thus, W A binds strongly to terminal GalNAcalJGal or GalNAca1,bGal and only weakly to the fucosylated blood group A antigen (73) . Maclura pomifera agglutinin exhibits much greater affinity for GalNAca1,bGal than GalNAcal,3Gal(166), and WA-positive sites with MPA affinity presumably contain the former disaccharide. Dolichos bifToms lectin actually binds most avidly to the Fonsman pentasaccharide and less well to its terminal disaccharide GalNAc al.3GalNAc. and still less strongly to GalNAcal,3Gal and to the blood group A active epitope GalNAcal,3(Fucal,2)Gal~1,3Glc-NAc-R (5,28,51). Helix pomatia agglutinin also prefers Forssman-type oligosaccharides with terminal GalNAcal,3GalNAc (5), whereas WFA favors GalNAca1,bGal over GalNAcp1,bGal and GalNAcal, 3Gal (5,40).
Histochemical experience in our laboratory with several Gal-NAc binding lectins, as with those that detect Fuc, has shown the staining pattern across a range of histological sites to differ for each agglutinin. It is difficult to attribute these differences to specific structural features of the GalNAc-containing GC in each site, since binding determinants for these lectins differ widely and the affinity constants of a lectin range over several orden of magnitude for structural variants within a family of oligomers (40). However, as already noted, a potential exists for investigating the structure responsible for a given lectin staining result through examination of the site with a battery of GalNAc-reactive lectins across a range of concentrations.
Sites, for example, &at bind W A and not DBA in Carnoy-fmed tissue are not uncommon and include granular ducts of submandibular glands, small intestinal goblet cells, and Malpighian layer of pharyngeal stratified squamous epithelium in Mus musculus. Such cells possibly contain terminal GalNAca1,bGal since, as noted, W A reacts with GalNAca1,bGaI or GalNAcal,3Gal(73), whereas DBA reacts only with the latter (5). Moreover, staining of gastric chief cells in C57 and CDI mice (to be mentioned later) and of corneal epithelium in Mus castaneus with MPA testifies to their possible content of terminal GalNAcal,bGal, a consideration consistent with their lack of DBA affinity. However, failure of these cells to bind W A indicates a difference between the chief cell GalNAca1,bGal and that reactive with W A . Selective staining of several murine cell types, including interneurons in brain, a sexand species-dependent subpopulation of proximal straight tubule cells in kidney, and a species-dependent population of endothelia in arterioles, will be reviewed later. Affinity for DBA and W A and non-reactivity for MPA in these cell types suggest their common content of GC with terminal GalNAcal.3Gal.
Recent histochemical observations (unpublished) on the many mast cells in stroma of various murine organs and the extremely numerous mast cells in nasal skin of C57 and C57 X DBA mice have extended earlier lectin studies (71, 78) and divulged apparent content of GC with terminal GalNAc. Granules in these mast cells revealed strong affinity for DBA (from Bethesda Research Laboratories; Gaithersburg, MD) ( Figure 3 ) in Carnoy-but not in B4Gfixed tissue, and no binding of W A in either. Lighter mast cell staining with HPA has been encountered in B4G-fixed specimens. Binding of DBA and HPA suggests content of a Fonsman-type oligomer with terminal GalNAcal,3GalNAc in mast cells. Staining 0 0 @. with LFA and WGA, in addition, demonstrated NeuAc in murine mast cells, and OFA binding indicated presence of fucosylated GC. Dolichos bifonrs agglutinin from other sources, however (E-Y Laboratories, San Mateo, CA; Sigma Chemical CO, St Louis, MO), failed to stain mast cells, although showing a pattern of binding like that of lectin from Bethesda Research Laboratories in the many other reactive cell types in a composite block of C57 mouse tissues. A possible explanation for this discrepancy has been obtained in as yet unpublished studies with Dr. Marilynn E. Etzler, University of California, Davis. Dolichos btjZorus agglutinin purified in Dr. Etzler's laboratory also failed to stain mast cells. However, an extract prepared from Dolichos bzjZoms seeds in 10 volumes of 0.001 M PB, conjugated to HRP and applied to and eluted from a Bio-Gel P-100 column, resembled the Bethesda Research Laboratories' preparation. The extract of Dolichos seeds stained mast cells intensely, as well as many other sites that bound the DBA from Sigma and E-Y Laboratories. This evidence for the presence of a separate mast cell reactive component in the Dolichos extract (presumably identical to that in the Bethesda Research Laboratories' DBA) was supported by observation of a second band in a Western blot of Dolichos extract stained with antibody to DBA. The mast cellreactive constituent in the Dolichos extract appears not to bind Gal-NAc, however, because addition of 0.1 M GalNAc to the solution of extract-HRP conjugate abolished staining in all sites except mast cells.
Likewise, several lectins exhibiting selective affinity for terminal Gal vary in their specificity for GCs with this residue in accord with the sugar's link to the oligosaccharide (Table 2) . Arachis fiypogaea agglutinin binds specifically to T-antigen, the terminal disaccharide Galfll,3GalNAc (39,98). Employed histochemically, PNA has localized this moiety in many cell types (178) (179) (180) (181) (182) (183) (184) 219) . Terminal Galpl,3GalNAc constitutes a preferred binding moiety for SJA also. However, widely dissimilar staining results yielded by SJA and PNA testify to marked differences in the T-antigenterminated glycoforms with which PNA and SJA react. Grzffonia simphyolia isolectin I-B4 differs in its affinity for terminal aGal ( 5 2 ) and its capacity to localize GC with terminal aGal histochemically (141). Cytochemical affirmation of the specificity of this lectin came from ablation of its staining by prior digestion with coffee bean a-galactosidase (141). Since terminal aGal is a determinant of blood group B-antigen, GSA I-&, as noted below, can detect B-substance histochemically in human tissues. Ricinus communis lectin prefers Gal with a p1,4 link to GlcNAc (18) and probably can bind around a sialic acid attached a24 to the Gal.
Some lectins of broader specificity bind with variable affinity to more than one species of terminal sugar ( Table 2) . As examples, SBA reacts with terminal Gal or GalNAc and WGA with terminal GlcNAc or NeuAc. Employed histochemically, lectins with wide specificities usually stain more sites than those with narrower binding requirements. This difference is evidenced by the many SBA-reactive sites compared with PNAor DBA-positive sites in sections from a composite block with a full range of mouse tissues. Inquiry into the moiety stained by a broad specificity lectin requires the aforementioned comparison of the binding of several related lectins. For example, SBA staining can be attributed to terminal GalNAc rather than Gal in a cell also positive with a GalNAc binding lectin but negative with RCA I, PNA, and GSA I-B4.
Gzffoniz szmpfk$olia isoagglutinin I1 exemplifies another lectin
that binds different terminal sugars, reacting with GlcNAc or the glucose polymer glycogen (25). Sites stained with GSA I1 and with lectins such as DSA and PWM that bind terminal or intemal GlcNAc can be interpreted as possessing terminal GlcNAc. Cells negative with GSA I1 and positive with DSA and PWM conversely can be considered to contain internal but not terminal GlcNAc.
Two lectins, DSA and PWM, exhibit affinity for terminal or internal GlcNAc~1,4GlcNAc or Galp1,4GkNAc (11, 18, 70) . Whether the former chitobiose or the latter N-acetyllactosamine exists in a given histological site can be determined from correlative sWGA staining, since this lectin shows affinity for chitobiose and not for N-acetyllactosamine. Sites reactive with all three lectins presumably produce the chitobiose-rich GC and those stained with DSA and PWM but not sWGA contain the lactosaminic form (11, 70, 114) . As the knowledge concerning structural requirements for binding of the different lectins expands, their histochemical application will yield more detailed information about the chemical nature of the GCs in morphological locations.
Adjunctive enzyme digestion in addition permits narrowing the interpretation of reactivity with a broad-specificity lectin. This approach is exemplified by the effect of digestion on staining with GSA 11, which possesses affinity for GlcNAc and Glc. Binding of GSA 11-HRP conjugate is attributable to terminal GlcNAc in sites where the reactivity is labile to hexosaminidase and resistant to malt diastase and a-amylase ( 5 5 ) . Conversely, sites in which exposure to the diastase or amylase but not to hexosaminidase abolishes GSA 11 staining contain glycogen. In one instance, modifying the structure of a lectin resulted in narrowing its sugar specificity. Whereas WGA reacts with NeuAc and GkNAc, succinylated WGA expresses preference only for terminal GlcNAc (113) .
Histochemical methods employing agglutinins permit localizing specifically some penultimate sugars or disaccharides. The many locations containing Galfi1,3GalNAc penultimate to sialic acid are recognized as those gaining PNA affinity after sialidase digestion (120, 173, [175] [176] [177] 180, 183, 184, 219) . Sites such as acini of hamster and ovine submandibular glands gain DBA reactivity after sialidase and therefore contain aGalNAc penultimate to sialic acid (178, 184) . This localization of aGalNAc capped by sialic acid agrees with biochemical knowledge that a major glycoprotein in ovine as well as bovine submandibular glands consists of NeuAc-GalNAc disaccharides linked 0-glycosidically to the hydroxyl of the many serine or threonine residues in the peptide chain (58,59,115).
Lectin cytochemistry yields information beyond identlfying specific terminal or internal saccharide structures to delineating the general class of GC localized. Affinity for DBA, WA, HPA, or PNA conjugates identifies the many 0-linked oligosaccharides containing GalNAc (Table 2) . These lectins do not detect N-linked chains, since the latter lack the GalNAc on which their affinity for GC depends. GalNAc-reactive lectins have demonstrated GCs with 0-glycosidically bound chains in a wide range of epithelial cells performing secretory and transport functions (175, 201, 213) .
On the other hand, glycoproteins containing N-linked oligosaccharides are visualized specifically by a concanavalin A (ConA)-HRP sequence (7) and by HRP conjugates of PSA, LCA, PHAL, PHAE, DSA and PWM, for the reason that these lectins bind to the core region or branches of such constituents (Table 2) lectins bind only to GC with N-glycosylation, since 0-linked chains contain less than 1% Man (97) and lack the Man and branches and bisection at Man on which the lectin affinity depends.
Fucose-bound al.6 to core GlcNAc greatly enhances binding of LCA and PSA (83) . Staining with these reagents should correspond to some extent with that yielded by LTA since this, more than UEA I or OFA, reacts with such an internal branch Fuc. A histochemical finding that appears to contradict staining of the core region by PSA relates to observation of PSA staining in the Golgi zone but not the stored secretion of murine Brunner's glands. An explanation of this result presumably would require deletion or addition in trans-Golgi cisternae of sugar(s) imparting or blocking, respectively, affinity for PSA.
Biochemical evidence exists for distinguishing subtypes of N-linked chains on the basis of their lectin affinities. Concanavalin A shows predilection for high-mannose oligosaccharides, as do PSA and LCA (18.83). Phaseolus vulgaris-L lectin prefers trior tetraantennate complex chains containing GlcNAcpl,2Man (18,50), and PHAE reacts preferentially with biantennate chains of the bisected type containing GlcNAc on the Man branch points (14,253). As noted above, DSA and PWM detect N-linked chains with terminal or internal N-acetyllactosamine or chitobiose.
An additional approach to detecting N-glycans histochemically depends on digesting sections with an enzyme that specifically cleaves N-glycosidic bonds (1 19). Decreased PAS reactivity after digestion with almond glycopeptidase. which hydrolyzes the GlcNAc bond to asparagine, identified PAS-positive, N-linked chains in connective tissue and muscle. Determining the effect of this enzyme on lectin binding would offer a prospect of localizing the perhaps equally abundant N-glycans that lack PAS positivity.
Ascertaining whether the biochemically determined lectin specificities provide a basis for differentiating 0and N-glycans and the subclasses of N-linked oligosaccharides histochemically would be enhanced by histochemical analysis of sites of known GC composition. In the absence of sufficient precise sites of fully characterized glycoproteins, applying the lectin battery across a range of cell types tests the capacity to differentiate these components. Recent experience of Sugiyama et al. ( 2 2 5 ) in surveying cells of the inner ear supports this possibility. Strial marginal cells of the cochlea and dark cells of the vestibular system stained selectively with PHAE, and L, DSA, PWM, LCA, and PSA, but not with HPA, WA, DBA, SJA, and PNA. The marginal cells and dark cells are therefore concluded to produce GC with N-glycosidically bound oligosaccharides and to lack 0-linked chains. The strong reactivity with DSA and PWM opposite negligible binding of sWGA in strial marginal cells and dark cells further indicates that these cells contain the type of GC rich in N-acetyllactosamine rather than chitobiose. Strial and dark cells thus exhibit a similar and, for the inner ear, unique lectin binding profile reflecting an apparent content of N-linked, lactosamine-type chains and absence of 0-linked chains. Selective content of similar GC in only these two cell types in the inner ear correlates with their similar highly specialized ion transport activity (174). Such correspondence suggests a connection between the abundance of distinctive GC in stria1 and dark cells and their function, which maintains the 150 mM K' and 1-5 mM Na+ in cochlear and vestibular endolymph.
A capacity to differentiate Nvs 0-linked chains histochemically should yield wider knowledge as to the kinds of cells or organelles endowed with one or the other GC and may provide an insight into the significance of these GC classes for the biological activity where each is located. Extensive biochemical data exist concerning the detailed chemical structure of many glycoproteins isolated from tissues, but knowledge of the type of glycoprotein in individual cells or cell organelles is limited. A survey of sites in the Mongolian gerbil (Meriones unquicdatus) was therefore undertaken recently to compare in adjacent sections the affinity of various cells for two 0-selective and four N-selective lectins (Eble 3). Most sites at which secretory product presumably accounted for the lectin affinity reacted only with le& preferring 0-glycosidically bound chains. A few others bound, in addition, lectins preferring N-glycans. However, in four cell types, including gastric isthmus cells (Figure 4 ) and a population of mucous cells in the vas deferens (Figure 5 ) , the presumed secretory glycoproteins reacted exclusively with N-selective lectins.
The plasmalemma in a number of cells, including those of pulmonary alveoli, urothelium (Figures 6 and 7) , and uterine epithelium, bound only N-selective lectins. In fact, stained plasma membranes consistently evidenced content of N-glycan except in pancreatic capillary endothelium, which was the only site in which the plasmalemma bound exclusively 0-selective lectins. However, plasmalemma in other cells, such as those in renal (Figure 8) , intestinal, and oropharyngeal epithelium, reacted with both Nand 0-selective lectins.
Although obtained with a limited capacity to detect Nand 0-glycans, these data indicate that 0-bound oligosaccharides predominate in secretions and that N-linked forms predominate in plasma membranes. Notably, a number of cells with N-chains in the plasmalemma, such as superficial urothelium, renal tubular cells, intestinal columnar cells, and pneumocytes, specialize in moving fluid and ions, suggesting that properties of N-glycans favor such transport across membranes. These sites incidentally reveal the presence of oligoforms containing N-acetyllactosamine or chitobiose from their PWM and DSA binding, but absence of PSApositive GC with high mannose. It appears, furthermore, that GCs with both Nand 0-bound oligosaccharides invariably bind W A and PWM, indicating that lactosamine-or chitobiose-rich, N-linked chains commonly accompany 0-linked chains on a peptide. Bi-or triantennate oligomers with high Man, of the kind that bind PSA, occurred mainly in extracellular sites in the gerbil tissues (Table  3) , but have been encountered infrequently in epithelial secretions, particularly salivary glands (179, 183) . Glycogen, a prominent constituent of many cell types, can be localized on the basis of its capacity to combine with two lectins. GSA I1 affinity that is obliterated in tissue sections by prior digestion with malt diastase demonstrates glycogen with sensitivity often exceeding that of the PAS method (55, 176, 177, 183, 184) . Staining with the ConA-peroxidase sequence paradoxically increases after periodate oxidation in selective sites, and those that lose such reactivity from prior malt diastase digestion contain glycogen, whereas those resistant to the digestion are sites with GC of a distinctive but unidentified nature (76) .
GAGS do not appear to contribute appreciably to lectin reactivity in tissue sections, since they contain few terminal amino sugars and no terminal Gal or Fuc or internal N-acetyllactosamine, chitobiose, or Man. Tests to investigate the question of lectin binding to GAGS were made in this laboratory on murine tracheolaryngeal cartilage and mast cells which contain chondroitin sulfates and heparin, respectively. Cartilage matrix fixed with Carnoy solution failed to stain with PNA, SBA, GSA I-B4, SJA, VVA, LTA, LCA, PWM, and PHAE in a pattern similar to that shown with AB (pH 1.0), HID, or aldehyde fuchsin. Therefore, the perilacunar and interterritorial matrix of cartilage evidenced content of chondroitin sulfate from staining with the cationic dyes but lacked affinity for the lectins. However, LFA and WGA conjugates strongly stained a thin perilacunar rim in cartilage. It therefore appeared that GAGS in cartilage lack affinity for the lectins tested, except possibly for keratan sulfate which contains three PGlcNAc residues and sialic acid which could account for the staining with LFA and WGA. This conclusion agrees with that reached by Mallinger et al. (104) , who found lectin affinities that corresponded with the distribution of keratan sulfate shown by critical electrolyte staining with AB. Moreover, keratan sulfate in solution has been shown to inhibit the hemagglutinating activity of WGA (239). On the other hand, chondrocyte cytoplasm stained darkly with GSA 11, in agreement with the PAS reactivity demonstrative of abundant glycogen in chondrocytes. Chondrocyte cytoplasm also showed selective affinity for PNA, GSA I-B4, and W A , appearing therefore to contain glycoprotein.
Although lectin binding by human mast cells has been reported (78, 177, 218) , this reactivity has been interpreted as visualizing N-linked oligosaccharides (78) of glycoprotein rather than GAG.
Observations referred to above on murine mast cells found evidence for 0-linked oligomers with terminal GalNAc (Figure 3 ) and Fuc. The lectin staining clearly cannot be attributed to heparin and shows instead that mast cells contain fucosylated glycoprotein with N-and 0-linked oligosaccharides.
Information as to the acetylation of the sialic acid present in a histological location and its linkage to penultimate Gal derives from combining periodate oxidation, sialidase digestion, and staining with the PNA-HRP conjugate (178) . Histological sites at which PNA affinity appears after sialidase are considered to contain penultimate Gal in T-antigen. Sites at which such staining persists despite oxidation with periodate before the sialidase digestion can be interpreted as having a periodate-resistant (i.e., C-8 or C-9 acetylated) sialic acid with an a2,3 link to penultimate Gal. A sialoconjugate that is normally rendered PNA positive after sialidase digestion but does not gain PNA affinity after sialidase if periodate oxidation has preceded the digestion can be explained in two ways. First, a polyhydroxy1 side chain devoid of acetyl substituents would be oxidized by periodate, rendering the sialoconjugate resistant to sialidase. Second, an a2,G linkage of sialic acid to penultimate Gal (Figure 9 ) would allow periodate to oxidize the galactose's vic glycol, rendering the sugar unreactive to PNA despite its terminal position after digestion.
Sialoconjugates with 0-acetyl substituents at carbon 4 resist hydrolysis by sialidase (117). Sites where the C-4-acetylated sialic acid is located are characterized by resistance to the loss of their carboxyltype basophilia or LFA reactivity as a result of sialidase digestion (185) . This type of sialic acid also fails to acquire PNA affinity after such digestion. Saponification of a section with KOH removes the acetyl on C-4 and converts a sialic acid possessing this substituent to one identifiable histochemically with the sialidase-PNA sequence (178, 184) .
Recently isolated lectins expressing specific affinity for NeuAc with acetyls on different carbons (105, 150) or NeuAc linked a2.3 to Galf31,4GlcNAc or a2,6 to GallGalNAc have opened new prospects of characterizing sialic acids in situ. The agglutinin from Maackia amurensis, which binds to the NeuAca2,3Ga1(31,4GlcNAc sequence (167), and the leukoagglutinin from Sambucus nigra, which reacts with NeuAca2,6Gal/GalNAc (191) have been com-tercellular canaliculi (Figure 10 ) U.V. Briggman, B.A. Schulte. and S.S. Spicer, unpublished observations). The presence of a highly distinctive GC selectively in an apical plasmalemma of a cell that produces a more copious secretion of isotonic fluid than does any other human cell suggests significance of the structure of the GC for the specialized function where it occurs.
CO??ZpariSOn of Lectin with Other Methods of
plexed with colloidal gold and employed for light and electron microscopic histochemistry. These labeled lectins enable determination of the distribution in tissues and cells of sialic acid with an a2,3 vs an a2.6 bond to the penultimate sugar (167.229).
There is little insight into the physiological significance of the structural diversity of the sialic acids. Knowledge as to the cytological location of the several structure variants of NeuAc could help by relating a particular type to bioactivity where it occurs. Variations in chemical structure impart differences in physical properties of potential biological importance. Viscoelastic properties, for example, difftr for a GC with the rigidly restricted a2.3 linkage to Gal compared with one possessing the more freely rotating a2.6 bond (115).
Clear cells of the secretory coil of the sweat gland exemplify a cytological locus of sialidase-PNA reactivity that is not impaired by oxidation with periodate before sialidase digestion and is therefore thought to contain sialic acid with an acetylated side chain and an a2,3 bond to Gal. This method stains exclusively in human skin, the clear cell's apical plasmalemma consisting mostly of in- 
Carbohydrate-Histoc hemistry
Histochemical results yielded by pre-lectin methods and those obtained by the lectin techniques have not been compared in detail. However, an abundance of data attests to the presence in a number of cell types of lectin-positive GCs not identified by prior methods (see next section on previously unrecognized GCs). Interest in comparing results with lectin and pre-lectin methods stems from two uncertainties. The first concerns what general type of GC reacts with lectin-HRP conjugates but not with the previous methods; the second relates to the question of whether lectins bind to the same or different residues from those visualized particularly by the PAS method but also by cationic dyes.
Lectins vs Cationic Dyes. Specific staining of sialoglycoconjugates with cationic dyes corresponds precisely in all sites examined with LFA staining, with WGA reactivity not yielded by sWGA and with PNA or DBA reactivity imparted by sialidase digestion (178) . Therefore, lectin methods equal in sensitivity and specificity basic dye procedures for demonstrating sialic acid.
A wide variety of cell types in salivary glands, stomach, intestine, and other organs in various genera stain for sulfated GCs equally with cationic dyes and with a lectin-HRP conjugate. Are there, however, lectin-positive sulfated GCs that fail to bind cationic dyes? Although sulfated GCs could stain with a lectin but lack basophilia because of masking of the anionic groups, little evidence supports such a situation. Proving steric obstruction to the binding of basic dyes by sulfate esters requires knowledge other than that obtained from cationic dyes as to the presence of sulfates. Autoradiography with 3'S04 = identifies with great sensitivity sulfated mucosubstances that turn over rapidly, such as merocrine secretions, although failing to detect those with slow turnover, such as heparin in mast cells or chondroitin sulfates in cartilage of adult animals (215) .
Comparing HID staining with the distribution of sulfoconjugates demonstrated by 3'S04 = autoradiography has shown few sites of labeling that were not well stained with HID (90, 196) . All of a wide range of cell types labeled autoradiographically stained strongly with HID, except for three that showed only weak affinity for HID but stained vividly with aldehyde fuchsin (10,200) and two that lacked basophilia but showed a light, rather equivocal uptake of radiosulfate. GCs have been visualized in the sites of light HID staining with lectins. The infrequent sulfated GCs with weak HID reactivity occurred in cells with serous secretions in which access of stain to the sulfate groups could be partially obstructed by associated protein. It appears, therefore, that only in rare instances if at all are sulfated GCs fully masked to staining with all basic dyes, and that sulfated GCs with lectin affinity are therefore basophilic as well. Consequently, lectin-positive substances lack-ing basophilia can be regarded as GCs largely or completely devoid of carboxyl or sulfate groups.
It should be noted in this connection that tissue basophilia depends to an extent on the type of fixation and can vary moderately in intensity with different fixatives. The majority of observations with cationic dyes in the literature pertain to formalin-fixed specimens, whereas those alluded to here on lectins apply to B4G-or Carnoy-fixed tissue. In our experience, Carnoy fixation leads to stronger basophilia in a few sites and weaker in others. Full appraisal of a site for acidic GC requires examining specimens fixed with a variety of solutions, including those containing aldehyde, alcohol, and heavy metal constituents alone or in combination.
Resolution by light or electron microscopy does not allow distinguishing whether a basic dye and a lectin bind to the same sugar residue or to the same oligosaccharide or glycoprotein in a cell that stains with both methods. Lectin and cationic dye probably do not bind to the same residue in most lectin-positive, sulfated oligomers. A sulfate ester on a sugar would perhaps be expected to alter its reactivity with a lectin, but little information is available concerning the influence imparted by such sulfate on lectin affinity.
Lectins VS the PAS Procedure. Many cell types reveal content of GC by virtue of lectin binding but fail to stain with pre-lectin methods, as noted below. Since GCs in these cells lack demonstrable sialic acid and sulfate esters, they appear to be neutral in character and, containing lectin-reactive sugars, should stain with the PAS method. In particular, terminal sugars with vic glycols should account for at least a part of PAS staining. However, appraising PAS reactivity of various lectin positive sites refutes this presumption. Many cells stained with lectins for terminal Gal, Fuc, GalNAc, or GlcNAc are consistently PAS negative.
A number of PAS-negative cell types, for example, stain heavily with PNA demonstrative of terminal Galfl1,3GalNAc. Such sites include secretory granules in the granular ducts of submandibular glands in several mouse species (183, 201) and apical cytoplasm and plasmalemma in a subpopulation of cells in the connecting segment of the mouse renal tubule (182, 219) . Similarly, several PASnegative sites such as myenteric plexus, basal cells underlying ductal and other epithelia (36). and selective endothelia in mice (182, 183, 201) stain for terminal aGal with GSA I-B4. PAS-negative sites possessing DBAor VVA-reactive terminal GalNAc in mice include the surface of a set of interneurons in brain (121,124) and mast cells and renal collecting tubules (182, 201) . Many PASunreactive cells stain for terminal or branch Fuc with UEA I, LTA, or OFA, including gastric parietal cells in mice. The surface of renal collecting ducts of mice represents a site lacking PAS reactivity and containing terminal GlcNAc, as evidence by diastase-resistant affinity for GSA I1 ( 5 5 ) .
The intensity of PAS staining in gastric surface epithelium, intestinal goblet cells, salivary gland mucous acini, and other cell types indicates that low sensitivity of this technique does not account for its failure to stain the many sites with abundant lectin binding GC. Rather, it appears that the terminal disaccharide Gal~1,3GalNac and terminal aGal,aGalNAc,GlcNAc, and aFuc do not account for PAS staining in tissues. The PAS negativity of terminal Gal and Fuc speculatively is considered to result from the periodate oxidation effecting elimination of the sugars' carbon 3 through Criege cleavage and generating aldehydes on carbons 2.4, and 6. Condensation then between the gemdiols that equilibrate with these aldehydes producing a hemialdol or dioxane bridge would lower the free aldehyde concentration and impede binding of Schiffs reagents to periodate-oxidized terminal Gal (41, 48, 49) . Schiff reagent would not react with the oxidized terminal Gal, moreover, if its binding depended on the presence of two adjacent aldehydes and failed with the separated aldehydes on C-2, C-4, and C-6 of the oxidized Gal. Lack of PAS reactivity of terminal amino sugars could result from aldol condensation between periodate-engendered aldehydes and the hydroxyl on C-6. Comparative observations have disclosed a number of sites that are positive with both PNA and a method consisting of oxidation with galactose oxidase followed by Schiffreagent (181) . Aldehydes generated by oxidation with periodate and with this enzyme apparently differ in capacity to bind Schiff's reagent.
Appraising conversely the lectin reactivity in PAS-positive cells provides further information about divergence of PAS and lectin reactivity in disclosing PAS-positive, lectin-negative cells. One vividly PAS-positive site examined with the lectin battery (Table 2) , thyroid colloid in the guinea pig, failed to stain with any lectin except for weak LFA reactivity which revealed sialic acid at a level too low to evince alcianophilia and account for the PAS staining. This observation, plus the evidence against terminal sugars accounting for PAS staining, favors attributing such reactivity to internal sugars that lack lectin affinity and contain vic glycols. This view implies that internal rather than terminal Glc explains the intense PAS staining of glycogen.
Comparing lectin with PAS staining fails to delineate the type of structure accounting for PAS staining in lectin-positive, PASpositive sites such as the zona pellucida of murine ova, which reacts strongly with the PAS method and with HRP conjugates of PNA, SBA, RCA I, DBA, WFA, and LFA. The latter comparison helps little to explain PAS reactivity, since PAS and lectin methods could react with different sugars or glycoforms present in the site.
A positive result with the PAS technique in some anionic GCs with LFA affinity can be attributed at least in part to sialic acid. Sialic acid reactivity with the periodic acid-phenylhydrazine-Schiff sequence supports this interpretation. Moreover, in our experience, sialidase digestion that removes alcianophilia of murine sublingual gland decreases without obliterating PAS reactivity.
Results mentioned later concerning the periodic acid thiocarbohydrazide-silver proteinate method, which offers an ultrastructural counterpart to the PAS procedure, likewise indicate that internal residues are visualized with the PAS method.
Applications of Lectin Histochemistry

Fhorochrome-Labekd Lectins
The many studies employing fluorescein-tagged lectins have been thoroughly reviewed (16,17,~5,100,101,142). In general, these investigations have testified to the wide prevalence of a variety of GCs in tissues (141,218,247). Moreover, they have shown localizations that vary with the state of biological activity, thus raising questions about the functional significance of the GCs. As an example of such histochemical analysis, GC was visualized on the surface of columnar cells and in goblets in rat small intestine and was shown to change with cell maturation during ascent from the crypts and to vary with region of the small intestine (27). Binding of UEA I varied, moreover, in regions of human large bowel, occurring proximally but not distally (254). Such regional differences in the presence of fucoconjugate accord with varied content of sialomucin and sulfomucin in segments of rodent colon (196) . Reactivity for several lectins was found to dlffer with the segment of the renal tubule and to vary in this respect among 14 animal species (62). GC content changed in cells of stratified squamous epithelium during cell maturation (141,245) . Variable distribution of different GCs on the surface of spermatozoa and alteration of these constituents during transit in the epididymis have also been demonstrated by staining with fluorochrome-labeled lectins (16). Lectin histochemistry has proven advantages, furthermore, in the investigation of fetal development, providing evidence from GC characterization for origin of glomerular and tubular elements in kidney (64,132).
Peroxidase -labeled Lectins
Lectins labeled with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) have demonstrated carbohydrate-rich components in many epithelial cells and in some non-epithelial cells and intercellular structures. G C s have been localized with lectin-HRP conjugates in many sites in a number of studies, and these investigations have been the subject of recent reviews (131,213,234) . Experience has been gained in our laboratory from the use of a battery of peroxidase-conjugated lectins on paraffin sections. Application of the battery across a wide range of organs in several genera and species affirmed that this approach has added to knowledge of the distribution and diversity of GCs in mammalian organs. Some of these contributions will be reviewed in the following sections.
Demonstration of Previously Unrecognized GCs. Lectin cytochemistry has revealed a number of GCs that have not been previously identified, since they are not demonstrable by PAS and cationic dye methods and, often occurring as a minute fraction of the substances in the organ, are not amenable to biochemical detection or isolation. Table 4 lists examples from a number of such GCs encountered in this laboratory. These lectin-positive GCs failed to stain not only with all commonly used cationic dyes but also with the sialic acid-binding lectin LFA, and with PNA or DBA after sialidase. From such properties they were concluded to lack or contain only a very low level of carboxyls or sulfates and therefore to be essentially neutral in character. Comments above argued for the neutral nature of these GCs and stressed that the absence of PAS reactivity in these sites remains incompletely explained.
Judging from the variable profile of their reactivity with a lectin battery, the newly recognized complex carbohydrates vary markedly in structure. Since these substances occur in sites of highly specialized activity, the possibility merits consideration that the individualistic nature of GC in a precise cytological locus is related to the specialized function at the site. A minor population of cells stained with OFA, and all cells were reactive with PNA and HPA.
A ponion of the tubule cells evidenced DBA or PNA lffinity in apical cytoplasm or plasmalemma. In thc Spraguc-Dawley rat, apical cytosolic staining with PNA appcved to correspond with intercalated cells and apical p~asmalcmmal reactivity with DBA corresponded with principal cells (63). Which cells bind DBA and PNA in the mouse has not been assessed.
Lectins have provided notable evidence for GCs not otherwise detectable in endocrine cells. Staining with DBA-HRP conjugate alone among tested conjugates revealed, for example, a surprising abundance of GC confined to the adrenal zona fasiculata in F1 progeny of a C57BLIbJ x DBA12J cross (Figure 11 ). The GC increased in amount towards the zona reticularis. In contrast, the adrenal medulla in Mus castaneus displayed selective affinity for PNA (Figure 12) and in the guinea pig stained selectively with HPA-HRP. The OFA-HRP conjugate, on the other hand, revealed a minor population of medullary cells (Figure 13 ) in Mus castaneus containing an exceptionally high level of fucosylated GC. The precise location of reactive GCs in the adrenal cell was obscure, but staining appeared distributed throughout the cytosol. Since membrane-.--bound transferases on the luminal face of the granular endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi cisternae provide the only known mechanism for glycosylating protein intracellularly, it is not clear whether and by what mechanism glycoprotein exists in the cytoplasm of adrenal cells.
Application of a lectin battery to examination of the thyroid gland disclosed WGA-reactive GC in special abundance in calcitonin-secreting cells. This reactivity of parafollicular cells greatly exceeded that of thyroid follicular cells (Figure 14) . Such a staining pattern contrasted strikingly with the GC distribution shown by the PAS method, which stained luminal colloid intensely and parafollicular cells not at all.
Essentially, all cells in the normal murine parathyroid gland have e '4 i - (201) . This GC stained in addition for aFuc with UEA I alone among a range of lectins tested. Observations achieved at the light microscopic level suggested but did not prove a plasmalemma1 location for the GC. By coincidence, staining thought to represent secretion has been observed in pathological but not normal human parathyroid with PNA and UEA I (232) . The relation of the lectin binding GC in normal murine parathyroid to the differently distributed GC in abnormal human parathyroid is unknown. Guinea pig parathyroid, however, in accord with differences among genera alluded to later, displayed a lectin binding profile unlike that in the mouse (unpublished observations). The guinea pig parathyroid showed uniform strong affinity throughout the gland only for PHAE of all the lectins in Tible 2, excluding untested DBA and PHAL. Some of the cells, in addition, contained LFA-positive cytoplasmic bodies of undetermined nature. Lectin demonstrated heterogeneity among guinea pig parathyroid cells will be considered later ( Figure 35) . A molecular role for neutral GC in the glycocalyx of parathormone-secreting cells has not been defined. A connection with the characteristic secretory response of these cells to humoral factors seems plausible. Within this context, the significance of the surface GC could relate to receptor or other plasmalemma1 constituents mediating a secretory response to fluxes of ions, particularly CA++ and K+.
Cells in the connecting tubule of the distal nephron and in the cortical collecting duct of Mus domesticus stained with DBA (Figure 17) but not with PAS ( Figure 18 ) or basic dye techniques. Only a portion of the cells in the connecting tubule in mouse and rat bound DBA, and these were presumed to be principal cells (63) (see next section).
' h e buds in mouse tongue stained intensely for aFuc with OFA, LTA and UEA I ( Figure 19 ). but failed to bind any of a large number of other lectins tested. Lectin staining affords the only information about this fucose-rich plasmalemma1 GC, since it lacks basophilia as well as PAS reactivity ( Figure 20) and has not been recognized biochemically.
Chief cells in human (10) and canine stomach (206) are known to contain GAG. Lacking PAS and cationic dye reactivity, chief cells in murine stomach appeared devoid of GC, however. Nevertheless, gastric chiefcells in CDI mice stained intensely with MPA (Figure 21 ), less strongly with HPA, and only faintly with PNA. Possibly, then, the chief cells synthesize GC containing predominantly terminal GalNAca1,bGal. Questions raised by these histochemical data concern, first, what the biological role could be for GCs in such pepsinogen-secreting cells and, second, whether the MPApositive glycoprotein serves the same purpose in one genera that GAG serves in another.
A variable population of moderately large thymocytes in the cortex of the murine thymus has been delineated by selective staining of their glycocalyx with DBA and less strongly with WA alone among a number of lectins employed (209) . The abundant cells possessing GC with terminal GalNAc were distributed uniformly and well separated throughout the thymic cortex in Mus castaneus/Ez (Figure 22 ). Such cells ranged from sparse in about half to fairly frequent or abundant in the remainder of the C57BLI6J and Balb/c mice examined, but appeared very infrequent in Mus hortdanus.
Extremely numerous smaller cells with DBA affinity formed sheets throughout the thymic cortex of mice with the genetically determined systemic combined immune deficiency (SCID) syndrome in place of the larger, more widely distributed cells.
Morphologically similar cells with DBA affinity have been observed in the thymus of fetal Balblc mice (29). DBA binding cells in fetal thymus were identified as immature cells from their lack of the Lyt 2.1 and L3T4 surface antigens of differentiated thymocytes. Such DBA-reactive cells were, however, sparse or difficult to detect histochemically in adult mice. If the cells with DBA affinity encountered in our studies of adult thymus are the same cell types as those in fetal thymus and represent an immature stage of thymocyte development, the abundance of these cells in Mus castaneus and their dearth in Mus hortuianus possibly represent delayed and accelerated thymocyte differentiation, respectively, in these two species.
Many presumed lymphocytes have been demonstrated in and under the epithelium of the small and large intestine in Mus hortuianus by their selective staining with DBA ( Figure 23) (209) . Similar cells were distributed sparsely in Peyer's patches and peripancreatic lymph nodes of Mus hortulanus, but were absent from cervical lymph nodes and spleen of this species. The DBA-stained cells apparently corresponded with the fairly numerous lymphocytes that were observed by electron microscopy in lamina propria and epithelium of small intestine in the same mice. A subject for possible inquiry concerns whether the DBA-reactive lymphocytes in small intestine are related to a morphologically similar set of lymphocytes in murine small intestine exhibiting strong immunoreactivity for carbonic anhydrase I1 (204) . Although small bowel in Mus musculus displayed both DBA-reactive and CA IIpositive cells, small intestine in C57 mice disclosed few or no DBA binding lymphocytes but many cells stained for CA 11. If the DBApositive cells are functionally identical to CA 11-containing lymphoid cells, they apparently vary among species in expression of GC with terminal GalNAc.
An additional question remains with regard to the relationship between the DBA-positive lymphoid cells in small bowel and those in the thymus. Occurrence of DBA reactive cells in thymus but not small bowel of inbred Mus custaneus and in bowel but not thymus of Mus hortuianus casts doubt on the similar identity of these lymphocytes. Moreover, the thymic cells with DBA affinity failed to stain for CA 11, which serves as a marker for the intestinal cells in most species examined.
The surface of primordial germ cells (PGCs) in the 10-15-dayold rat embryo exemplifies another site with GC recognized initially by lectin cytochemistry (31). Ten-to 12-day rat embryos examined with DBA-HRP conjugate revealed GC containing terminal aGalNAc on the surface of PGCs and no such staining elsewhere, except for a small epidermal region. PGCs of the early embryo were devoid of affinity for the other tested lectins. The stained cells were identified as PGCs by their migration from the primitive hind gut through the urogenital ridge and to the primitive gonad, where their distribution in progenitors of seminiferous tubules or randomly throughout the stroma distinguished male from female gonads in the fetus. The PGCs lost DBA affinity and acquired reactivity for another lectin (WFA) after terminating migration and establishing residence in the gonads. Content exclusively during the migratory period of a unique GC in a site with such highly specialized activity indicates that the GC plays a part in the mechanisms mediating the migration.
Migrating PGCs in the mouse resembled those in the rat in possessing a lectin binding glycocalyx with a GC unique to the embryo (30). The mouse PGCs differed, however, in showing content of aFuc rather than aGalNAc, as evidenced by their selective LTA affinity and absence of reactivity with DBA and the other lectins tested. Lack of staining for any other terminal sugar suggests attachment of aFuc as the terminal sugar on the GC in mouse PGCs. If the GC at the surface of primordial germ cells is significant for a specific local function, then the epitope recognized by DBA in rats and that detected by UEA I in mice can apparently substitute functionally for one another at the particular site.
Another example of a neutral, PAS-negative GC that is comparably distinctive in its lectin affinity and occurrence in a site of specialized function has been observed in the dorsal root ganglia of the rat's spinal cord. The small Type B neurons in these ganglia stain selectively with GSA 1 -h and with PNA, and therefore contain GC with terminal aGal and GalfJ1,3GalNAc (221) . Centrally and peripherally extended mons from these small neurons constituted the only structures in the spinal cord and its nerve roots showing such a reactivity. Thus, fibers in the dorsolateral fasciculus of Lissauer and the substantia gelatinosa of the spinal cord, plus many fibers in dorsal nerve roots of the cord and sparse fibers in ventral roots, revealed selective GSA I-B4 affinity. Correspondence between the distribution of GSA I-B4 positive fibers and those stained immunocytochemically for substance P identified the former as unmyelinated Remak fibers conducting pain and temperature sensation (220) . Reactivity of nociceptive fibers with GSA I& contrasts with the selective staining of myelinated fibers in murine peripheral nerves with PSA (Tible 3).
Extending examination with GSA I-& to the ultrastructural level clarified the site of biosynthesis of the galactoconjugate and its location in the axolemma of unmyelinated fibers (220) . Selective staining of Golgi cisternae in small neurons attested to glycosylation of the nascent glycoprotein in the Golgi complex. The GC of the glycocalyx in this cell possibly reaches the axolemma from the trans-Golgi cisternae by means of the sparse cytoplasmic vesicles showing GSA I-B4 affinity.
The role of this neutral galactoconjugate in the glycocalyx of unmyelinated axom conceivably relates to a highly specialized activity at this cell surface, since in the nervous system GSA I& binding substance occurred exclusively on unmyelinated nerves or at nodes of Ranvier, as noted below. The distribution of the galactoconjugate in nerves lacking myelin suggests a role for the glycocalyx in lieu of myelin in influencing ion movement at a surface where Na+ and K ' fluxes mediate the depolarization wave underlying nerve impulse conduction. If GC in the glycocalyx of the B-type neuron relates to biochemical activity at the site, the terminal sugar of the oligosaccharide is not critical. Like the aforementioned difference between genera in the GC at the germ cells' surface, the nociceptive nerves evidenced terminal Gal in rat and only Fuc in human (116,122) and rabbit (116). A question remains to be answered whether the galacto-and fucoconjugates shown cytochemically with lectins are related to GC with terminal GaNAc detected in small dorsal root ganglion cells of the chick with DBA (187) or to lactoseries epitopes visualized in small and intermediate neurons of rat dorsal ganglia by immunostaining (22,23). However, the latter chick and rat saccharides, which are considered important for cell interaction and adhesion processes during development, could not bind PNA, GSA I-&, or UEA I and presumably differ from neural G C s localized with these lectins.
In addition, nodes of Ranvier in the nerve roots of the rat spinal cord revealed neutral, PAS-negative GC by virtue of selective affinity for either GSA I-& or PNA (222) . The nodes of Ranvier in rats therefore contain, G C s with terminal aGal as well as the terminal disaccharide Galpl,3GalNAc.
Immunostaining has localized strong Na+,K+-ATPase activity at nodes of Ranvier (186) . Such co-distribution of an ion pump and lectin binding GC seems consistent with a role for the latter in influencing the ion fluxes at the nodes essential for nerve impulse generation. Their coexistence suggests cooperativity between the enzyme and the complex carbohydrate at the site, possibly depen- A further instance where a neutral, PAS-negative GC unique to the organ occurs at a site of highly differentiated activity has been encountered in a population of interneurons in the cerebral cortex and selected neurons in the deep cerebellar nucleus, hippocampal and dentate gyri, and olfactory area in the brain (121). The surface of the cell body and proximal dendritic arborizations of these neurons stained selectively with W A for terminal GalNAc in the brain of human, dog, mouse, rat, and gerbil (Figure 24) . The neuronal GC bound DBA less avidly and lacked MPA affinity, suggesting a possible content of terminal GalNAcal,3Gal. The WAreactive GC was absent neonatally and appearing at about 3 weeks after birth (123) evidenced no connection with mechanisms and processes of fetal brain development. Non-pyramidal intemeurons with W A affinity in the cortex also exhibited content of glutamic acid decarboxylase in immunostained serial sections, suggesting for these cells an inhibitory function. However, other GABAergic neurons, such as Purkinje cells, failed to bind W A (124).
The intermittent distribution of stained foci on the WA-positive interneurons and postnatal development of the cytochemical reactivity suggested that the GC with terminal GalNAc existed at synapses on the neurons. Pre-embedment staining for electron microscopic examination however, has yielded evidence for presence of the WA-positive constituent not in synaptic junctions but rather in glial processes that cover the cell body and proximal dendrites between synapses on the selected interneurons (Figures 25 and 26 ) (211) . W A staining therefore appears to identify a population of glial cells not heretofore distinguished from other glia.
The location for this presumed glial GC, as for that on Remak fibers and the one at nodes of Ranvier, is a site of nerve impulse transmission. The neutral GCs with distinctive chemical structure in glia, on Remak fibers, and at nodes of Ranvier occur exclusively at the microlocus for a neural function that transpires only at that location. A coincidence of this nature suggests a connection between the chemical structure of the GC and the specialized activity. Lying apposed to dendritic surfaces, the WA-positive GC can be envisioned as having a role related to that of GC on unmyelinated nerves and at nodes of Ranvier in connection with trapping or impeding transmembrane movement of ions or water and maintaining a microenvironment favorable to the membrane polarization required for nerve function. This view of the glial GC accords with the high resting membrane potential and potassium conductance of glia and their role in scavenging ions effluxing from neurons in the course of nerve impulse transmission (195) .
Lectin cytochemistry has uncovered another distinctive GC confined to the plasmalemma of basal cells in diverse epithelia (9,36,175.183). These cells lay under the more superficial epithelial cells in ducts of exorbital lacrimal glands and several salivary glands, as well as trachea, renal pelvis, ureter, urinary bladder, urethra, and epididymis. The basal cells stained selectively in these organs for terminal aGal with GSA I-& and lacked affinity for other tested lectins. The abundance of these cells forming a continuous basal layer argued against their representing stem cells, and whether they transform on maturing into the overlying columnar persists as an 'pen question.
Disclosure of the Diversity of G C s in Different Cells. An aforementioned potential exists for great structural variety in the glycoproteins. Such a potential results from variation in prevalence, sequence, linkage, and acetylation of seven component sugars, branching of the oligosaccharide chains, difference in the glycosidic bond to an amino acid, and variability in the peptide chain. Results of lectin histwhemisuy attest to the acpression of such diversity of GC in loci distributed over a range of histological sites. Where the GC, particularly that in secretory product, stains alike in two types of cells with one lectin, it usually reacts differently in the two cells with other lectins. Therefore, the lectin binding profile varies widely among cells.
GCs D i -e r Among Cell q p e s in an Individual.
A notable contribution of lectin cytochemistry k the demonstration of cell differences not detectable by biochemical or morphological analysis. The application of a battery of lectins with varying specificities has revealed striking differences between GCs in the various cell types, in particular those of the gastrointestinal, genitourinary, respiratory, and nervous systems (9, 30, 31, 36, 56, 63, 76, 87, 122, 169, 173, (175) (176) (177) (178) (179) (180) (181) (182) (183) (184) (185) 201, 212, 213, 219, 221, 235) which have been most thoroughly examined in this laboratory. These ddferences presumably can be attributed in some cases to differing glycopeptide content between cells and in other instances to cell-specific glycosylation of a given polypeptide (148,228) common to more than one cell type.
Not only cells in different organs but also different cells within an organ vary in their lectin affinities. Rodent urinary bladder affords an example where glycoconjugates have been shown to vary among several cell types and where such variability corresponds, moreover, with widely differing biological functions (203) . Basal cells in rodent urothelium contained a GSA I-B4-positive galactoconjugate. The presence also of NA+,K+-ATPase in the plasmalemma of the urothelial basal cells brought up the prospect of a significance for the Gal-rich GC in ion transport function at the particular site. Since plasmalemma1 enzymes themselves are commonly glycosylated, the question arises of whether the ATPase accounts for the lectin binding. Cytochemical evidence apparently argues against an affirmative answer to this question, in that epithelia in intestine, endometrium, and elsewhere stain cytochemically for the ATPase but not the galactwonjugate. However, the P-subunit of this enzyme bears three sites for N-glycosylation (228) and the oligosaccharides at these sites appear to vary with tissues. Such variability agrees with knowledge of tissue specific glycosylation of other enzymes such as a-glutamyl transpeptidase (148). Information concerning the nature of the oligosaccharide on the P-subunit in different cell types would resolve the question of whether Na+,K+-ATPase accounts for the lectin staining.
In contrast. the luminal surface of mouse urinary bladder, unlike any other cytological structure in this organ, was found to possess complex carbohydrate rich in terminal aFuc, as shown by strong affinity for LTA-HRP and OFA-HRP (203) . The urothelial surface in the gerbil, in addition, stained selectively with PHAE and DSA (Figure 7) but not with DBA, WA, or SBA, and apparently is the site of GC with fucosylated, N-linked oligosaccharides. This luminal glycocalyx is located where passive resistance to H20 permeability would serve in maintaining the blood-urine barrier and hence preserving the hypertonicity of urine. The known hydrophobicity of fucose (115) seems consistent with the view that a contribution of this GC relates to impeding water diffusion across urothelium.
A third distinctive and formerly undetected GC in rodent bladder has been detected at another stratum that also appears involved in maintaining hypertonicity of urine. This substance existed in an exceptionally dense subepithelial layer composed of packed collagen fibers and unusual ion-transporting fibrocytes, rich in carbonic anhydrase isozymes I and I11 (203) . The subepithelial layer of collagen and fibrocytes stained selectively in the bladder with PSA and LCA conjugates for the high-Man type of N-linked oligosaccharides. The location of GC with N-linked side chains in urinary bladder indicates a significance of such a constituent for ion transport function at the site. Further evidence for such a connection derives from similar presence of N-glycan in transport fibrocytes in spiral ligament of the inner ear (225) . Oligosaccharides bound N-glycosidically to protein are common to fibrocytes of the bladder and inner ear. These cells also share in common content of carbonic anhydrase and location beneath epithelium performing specialized ion transport activities.
The kidney represents another organ in which GCs commonly differ among cell types (56-64.182). GCs in proximal renal tubules are, as a rule, unlike those in the distal tubule downstream from the loop of Henle. The distal tubule in JSD mice displayed binding of DBA and hence content of W A C , whereas the proximal tubule lacked such a constituent (Figure 27 ). In Mus musculus (Figure 28 ) and M. castanew (Figures 29 and 30) , however, the reverse pertained. Moreover, application of the DBA-HRP conjugate unveiled a surprising difference between the stained straight and unstained convoluted portion of the proximal tubule in Mus castanew (Figure 29 ) and the positive distal and negative proximal portion of the proximal convoluted tubule in Mus muscuLus (Figure 28) .
Within a complex epithelium comprised of more than one cell type, lectin histochemistry has revealed corresponding cell heterogeneity. The collecting ducts in the renal medulla in JSD mice exemplified such a diversity, showing cells with strong DBA affinity (Figure 27) and neighboring cells devoid of DBA reactivity. Similarly, the connecting segment in CS7BL/6J mice consisted of DBApositive and -negative cells (Figure 17) (Table 4 ). The connecting segment and collecting duct of the distal renal tubule are composed of at least two cell types, the principal cells containing Na+,K+-ATPase (193) and intercalated cells rich in carbonic anhydrase (21,168). Comparing immunoreactivity for Na+,K+-ATPase and carbonic anhydrase I1 with lectin affinity on serial sections or dually stained sections demonstrated that principal cells in rat cortical collecting ducts stain selectively with DBA and WA for terminal aGal-NAc (63) . Whether the DBA-positive and -negative cells in the distal connecting and collecting tubules of C57BLI6J mice (Figure 17 ) likewise correspond with principal and intercalated cells, respectively, has not yet been ascertained.
Despite such correlation of a GC with specific ion transport activity in renal cells, uncertainty persists concerning the relevance of the GC to this function, in part because the spatial relationship between the GC and the enzyme at the molecular level is not well elucidated and also because GC in a specific cell often varies among species (Figures 27-30) , as noted below. A GC that does not differ with genera at a site of specialized activity, such as the W A binding constituent in a subpopulation of glial cells, seems more likely to be significant for the function of the cell. The biological significance of variability in a plasmalemma1 GC among cell types could relate, on the other hand, to features such as cell recognition or histocompatibility markers rather than to specific metabolic activity.
GCs Dzffer Between Cells in Some Morphologically Uniform
Cell Populations. Cells in some histological sites appear homogeneous morphologically but disclose unexpected heterogeneity by displaying histochemical differences in GCs of their secretory product or plasma membrane. This was first demonstrated by the variable binding of cationic dyes and hence the variable content of sulfated or sialylated GC in the stored secretion of a subpopulation of cells in an epithelium. Such cell heterogeneity was visualized, for example, by staining for sulfomucin in some and for sialomucin or for both substances in other mucous acinar cells of hamster sublingual glands (200) . These acinar cells, however, appeared homogenous not only in morphology but also in reaction with other cytochemical methods, such as the PAS and AB (pH 2 . 5 ) procedures. Mucous and serous acinar cells of human and canine tracheal glands (199) and human nasal glands (231) have likewise yielded evidence of morphological homogeneity and yet nonuniform basophilia.
Lectin histochemistry has amplified the capacity to detect dissimilarity among morphologically similar cells. Lectins, for example, revealed differences in production of secretory GC with Fuc among mucous cells in tracheal glands of human and rat (180, 212) . These cells vary in basophilia, and whether those producing sulfated, sialylated, or neutral GC correspond with the cells that form fucosylated GC remains a subject for inquiry.
Moreover, lectin staining has extended knowledge of cell heterogeneity by revealing differences among cells in populations considered uniform by both morphological and prior histochemical criteria. A few from a number of examples of lectin demonstrable cellular diversity observed in this laboratory are listed in Table 5 .
Histological sites showing variable lectin staining of secretory glycoproteins among otherwise similar cells include acinar cells in mouse sublingual, submandibular, parotid, exorbital lacrimal, and lingual mucous glands, and rat sublingual and lingual mucous glands. Cell variability was demonstrated in those sites by staining with peroxidase-conjugated GSA 11, PSA, UEA I, PNA, or DBA ( Figure 31) (179, 183) . The differences between neighboring cells revealed by these lectins stand in contrast to their uniform reactivity with cationic dye and PAS methods.
In addition, some presumably homogeneous epithelia that specialize not in secreting macromolecules but rather in regulating transcellular movement of fluid and ions have revealed differences among neighboring cells in the affinity of their plasmalemmal glycocalyx for lectins. In these latter cells the variable GC could be related to differences in bioactivity of the cell itself rather than of its secretory glycoproteins. Support for this possibility derives from evidence of non-uniform activity recently provided by im-munostaining for carbonic anhydrase 11. Thus, the columnar epithelial cells lining ducts of rodent submandibular glands revealed no variability when stained with H&E or for Na+,K'-ATPase (249) and lacked PAS and cationic dye reactivity. However, they stained heterogeneously for carbonic anhydrase I1 ( 5 7 ) and with lectins for fucoconjugate (179, 183) . The ampulla of the murine oviduct likewise has shown cell heterogeneity with carbonic anhydrase immunostaining and lectin cytochemistry but not with the H&E and ATPase methods. Conversely, endometrial epithelium in mouse and rat usually stained homogeneously with lectin and carbonic anhydrase methods. Variability vs uniformity of function of neighboring epithelial cells, as indicated by immunostaining for carbonic anhydrase, therefore occasionally correlates with variability vs uniformity of lectin reactivity. Although the relation between a type of GC and the enzyme content has not been ascertained for individual cells in salivary gland ducts or oviduct, the corresponding lectin and enzyme variability is consistent with a functional significance for the GC.
Stratified squamous epithelium of similar morphological appearance lines the oropharynx and esophagus. With lectin staining, however, the epithelium of the oropharynx appeared unlike that of the esophagus. WA-HRP and DBA-HRP conjugates revealed abundant GC with terminal GalNAc in the oropharyngeal but not the esophageal epithelium of the Mongolian gerbil (Figure 32 ). Perhaps the greater content of such GC bears a relation to exposure to air and possible dehydration at only the oropharyngeal surface.
Lectin staining has demonstrated previously undetected heterogeneity among vascular endothelial cells (143, 201) . Endothelial staining with DBA differed according to species, organ, and segment of the vascular tree. In two (R111 and DDK) of 10 inbred mouse species examined by Ponder and Wilkinson, a wide range of organs, excluding lung and liver, evidenced affinity for DBA in endothelium of arteries, veins and capillaries (143). In our experience, endothelial cells have exhibited strong DBA staining in inbred Mus musculus and three or four outbred Mus castaneus but failed to stain in M. hortulanus and in inbred M. castaneus (Ei/Rk) and M. domesticus mice (201; and unpublished observations). Endothelial cells of these mice stained in arterioles but not in veins and capillaries, and often evidenced cell variability ranging from The dissimilarity among cells is illustrated in micrographs in the references or this review B, brush border: C, cytoplasm; P, plasmalemma; S, stored secretion.
Sprague-Dawley.
, Figure 31 . Acinar cells in posterior lingual mucous glands of M. musculus range from unstained to intensely positive. Cells devoid of staining in the secretion display strong reactivity in the basal region, interpreted as the Golgi cisternae (arrows). In these cells presumably the GalNAc becomes capped by another sugar, whereas in the stained cells it remains terminal. Cells in the glands appear homogeneous after HBE. PAS, or HID-AB staining. DBA-HRI? Original magnification x 400. Bar = 40 pm. Figure 32 . Strong reactivity in stratified squamous epithelium of oropharynx above contrasts with lighter staining in epithelium of esophagus below. An abrupt transition from strong to weak lectin affinity (arrow) marks the junction that separates epithelium exposed from that unexposed to air. With another lectin (DBA) the oropharyngeal epithelium stained strongly and esophageal not at all. WA-HRP. Original magnification x 160. Bar = 100 pm. negative to strongly DBA positive in a single arteriolarprofile (Figure 33) . The arteriolar endothelial cells expressed DBA receptors in many organs including salivary glands, stomach, intestine, pancreas, muscle, fat, and kidney (glomerular afferent arterioles and arteriole rectae spuriae) but, again, not in lung, except for a rare artery, or liver. Positive vessels were several times more numerous in brain, apparently because capillaries also stained in this organ.
Organs of Mus musculus revealed affinity in arteriolar endothelium for W A comparable to that for DBA, but lacked MPA binding. Such a binding profile is consistent with content of a GC-possessing terminal GalNAcal,3Gal. Notably, other cells performing fluid and ion transport functions, including the glia decorating selected neurons in brain and the proximal straight tubules of some mice, contain a similar disaccharide, as evidenced by affinity for W A and DBA but not MPA.
Capillary endothelium in the parenchyma of the pancreas of the Mongolian gerbil, as previously noted, stained differently from endothelium elsewhere in the animal. Endothelial cells in the pancreas displayed a strong affinity, absent in other tissues, for W A and DBA (Table 3) .
Cytochemical differences, perhaps unrelated to cell function, apparently occur among members of some cell populations as a result of variable gene expression. Thus, non-uniformity of intestinal crypts has been demonstrated in aggregation chimeras produced from fusion of four to eight cell embryos of two different mouse strains. Some crypts in the chimeric tissue stained for antigens or lectin receptors like those of one parent strain, whereas interspersed crypts lacked such reactivity, as did those in the other parent strain (143,144). A mosaic pattern resembling that of the chimeric murine tissue has been encountered with lectin staining of inbred mice (unpublished observations). Distal colon in Mus musculus, for example, showed crypts producing stained secretion in non-goblet mucous cells, and goblet cells interspersed with crypts lacking stained secretory product when examined with WFA-HRP ( Figure 34 ) (Table 5). The crypts synthesizing GC with terminal GalNAc were not detected by the PAS or cationic dye techniques and were not evident in H&E-stained sections. The positive crypts stained with WA, however, and to a lesser extent with DBA, but were not visualized by MPA, testifying to the possible presence of GC with terminal GalNAcal,3Gal. The resemblance of the WFA binding pattern in M. musculus colon to the staining pattern in the aggregation chimera suggests that gene control underlies the mosaicism in both instances. Another site of variable DBA reactivity suggestive of mosaicism will be illustrated later ( Figure 38 ) in reference to differences between F1 hybrid mice in staining of submandibular acini.
Lectin staining of the parathyroid gland in guinea pig disclosed previously undetected variability among chief cells. About half of the cells distributed in clusters were unlike the other half in reacting with W A (Figure 35) (Table 5 ) and to a lesser extent with HPA. However, parathyroid cells all appeared alike in H&E sections and homogenously positive or negative in sections stained with other tested lectins. Cell diversity in the parathyroid resembled that visualized with OFA-HRP conjugate in the murine adrenal medulla (Figure 13) .
Cell heterogeneity has also been encountered in proximal renal tubules in inbred Mus musculus and Mus castaneus (201) . where lining cells range from DBA and WFA negative to strongly positive ( Figures 28-30 ). The dissimilarity of cells here disagrees with the general perception of this segment as one composed of a single cell population. This lectin binding variability among presumably uniform cells differed between species. Thus, the variability among proximal straight tubule cells was much less in Mus musculus (Figure 28) than in Mus castaneus (Figure 29 ). Non-uniformity of cells in the proximal straight tubules appeared constant among all inbred M. musculus mice of the same sex but differed among individual mice of the same sex in an outbred castaneus line (201) .
Gastric parietal cells appear morphologically uniform by light and electron microscopy and equally homogeneous when examined immunocytochemically for Na+,K+-ATPase or carbonic anhydrase 11. These cells in mouse stomach from C57BLIbJ x DBA/2J hybrids, however, have disclosed marked heterogeneity when stained with DBA-HRP. They ranged from weakly positive or unstained near the foveolae to intensely reactive deep in the gland (Figure  36) (Table 5) . That the variable staining in this site possibly relates to cell maturation and differentiation is noted later.
The differences in lectin reactivity among cells that my widely in morphological structure and function possibly detects constituents differing in the peptide as well as the carbohydrate moiety. On the other hand, variable staining noted here among a morphologically uniform cell population with probably minor functional diversity could reflect, rather, a variability among cells in glycosylation of a given polypeptide, since the oligomer at a glycosylation site on a protein need not be the same for the peptide in different cell types. Factors influencing such cell-specific N-glycosylation include expression of genes for glycosidases and glycosyltransferases and the three-dimensional configuration of the folding of the peptide chain (148). The differences, particularly in 0-glycosylation, among otherwise similar cells would seem to depend more on expression of transferases.
GCs in a Single Cell Type Differ Among Genera and Species.
Comparative studies have shown marked dissimilarities among genera and species in the GC present at a given site. Cells exhibiting such variability have been found in salivary glands, kidney, trachea, and other tissues (62,173,178-182,212,213 ). Differences among animals in most of these sites pertain equally to males and females.
The tendency of GC in a cell type to vary among genera or species is a conspicuous property of epithelial cells in particular but holds true likewise for some non-epithelial sites. As an example of species variability among epithelial cells, collecting ducts in the renal cortex and outer medulla disclosed heavy staining at the cell apex with DBA in JSD mice (Figure 27 ) but lacked GC with terminal aGalNAc in Mus musculus and Mus castaneus (Figures 28 and   29 ). Conversely, the brush border of proximal straight tubule cells bound DBA in M. musculus and M. castaneus, whereas it did not in JSD mice.
Variability among genera in non-epithelial cells is exemplified by the aforementioned neutral GCs in primordial germ cells and in small neurons in primary sensory ganglia (see section on previously unrecognized GCs). The GC in the germ cells differed between rat and mouse (30,31) and that in the nociceptive nerves differed between rat and human (122,220,221). A difference in terminal saccharide units between two genera in a cell with similar bioactivity in both suggests that the different structures do not impart properties that influence function differently. The presumption seems reasonable, therefore, that the same polypeptide exists in the surface of the rat and mouse germ cells and that it differs between these genera in the nature of the lectin binding oligomers. Supportive biochemical data have demonstrated that the glycoforms attached at a specific glycosylation site in a given polypeptide can differ between two species in the same organ or between two organs in the same species (148). Thus, a fucose on a-glutamyl transpeptidase distinguishes the enzyme in mouse from that in rat liver. Unless these mouse and rat enzymes differ in catalytic rate, species differences in N-glycosylation apparently occur independently of bioactivity.
On the contrary, some GCs unique to a tissue display the same terminal oligomer throughout several genera, as shown by their lectin binding profile. An example of such a highly conserved GC was encountered in the subpopulation of cortical interneurons differentiated by W A in mouse, rat, dog, and human (Figures 24-26) (121) . Likewise, the PSA-positive GC in the myelin sheath of peripheral nerves ( Table 4 ) has been detected in mouse, gerbil, and human. Biochemical observations on similarity of N-linked oligosaccharides of neural adhesion molecules in mouse and rat brain, like this histochemical observation, point to a degree of conservation in brain GCs and possibly to conserved functions of oligosaccharides in this organ.
Recent histochemical comparisons in mice demonstrated species differences in GCs present in a wide diversity of cell types and organelles throughout most body systems (201) . In an application of data from lectin histochemistry, the total GC differences among mice of three species throughout all sites examined has been regarded as a measure of the evolutionary distance between the species. This summation has shown that the degree of difference between a species pair is related to the time span separating their origin on the evolutionary scale. The rate of genetic change therefore appeared to depend on elapsed time. Genetic change, as indicated by differences in GCs, were accordingly considered to be governed by an evolutionary clock rather than by environmental influences (201) .
GCs in a HiStologicalSite DifferAmong Individuals of the Same Sexin Outhedbut
Not InhedSpecies. Staining for terminal aGal-NAc with DBA varied among human subjects in the secretory cells of salivary glands (87), tracheobronchial glands (180), the uterine cervix (176), and the oviduct (177). This variability depended on blood group type, since DBA-positive specimens came from blood group A or AB and negative specimens from blood group B or 0 individuals, irrespective of their sex. Conversely, staining for terminal aGal with GSA I-& corresponded with blood type B or AB. Individual variability in G C s of many epithelial secretions consequently reflects a genetic difference depending on blood type and secretor status, in agreement with immunochemical findings (72).
Staining of human eccrine sweat glands with lectins disclosed a previously unrecognized site of blood group substance. Plasmalemma of clear cells stained intensely with DBA-HRP conjugate in some specimens (Figure 37) and not with this lectin but with GSA I-& in others. Evidence that these findings depended on blood type derived from the correspondence of DBA reactivity with immunostaining for A-antigen in sweat glands from some subjects and of GSA I-B4 reactivity with immunostaining for B-antigen in glands from other individuals (unpublished observations).
Lectin affinity apparently unrelated to blood group antigen varies in renal tubules (56) and other sites among specimens from different human subjects. It is uncertain whether such individual differences are based on genetic or environmental factors. Evidence favoring a genetic explanation for at least some differences between individuals in the GC of a given cell type derives from comparison between inbred aid outbred mouse species (201) . Analysis with a battery of lectins in a wide range of cell types disclosed no difference at any location with any lectin among individuals of a colony of inbred Mus domesticus. However, littermates from a colony of outbred Mus castaneus and from F1 progeny of a domesticus x castaneus cross revealed variation in the nature of the GC in a number of cell types, substantiating a hereditary basis for the variabil- ity. Surveying a range of tissues with a lectin battery could therefore provide a test of genetic homogeneity of laboratory bred animal strains.
In the same context, F1 progeny of a C57BllbJ x DBAl2J cross have disclosed individual variability in cytosolic DBA reactivity in submandibular gland acinar cells. All of these cells stained strongly in some of the hybrid mice and failed totally to stain in others (Figure 38) . A third subgroup in this hybrid strain displayed a mosaicism showing reactivity in the cytosol of some acinar cells, but no lectin binding or staining of only the Golgi complex in others (Figure 38b ). The staining pattern in the latter group looked much like that shown by immunostaining for murine H-2 antigen in the submandibular gland of a mouse aggregation chimera (144). Staining with DBA in the F1 hybrids presumably reflects the presence of an aGalNAc transferase. The lack of DBA affinity in all submandibular acinar cells in some mice or in part of these cells in other mice could be attributed to absence of such a transferase. Alternatively, the presence of a sialyl transferase would cap the terminal GalNAc with sialic acid and suppress its binding of DBA. Staining of the Golgi complex selectively and not the secretion in submandibular acinar cells of some of these hybrid mice favors the latter interpretation. These histochemical observations raise a question about which little is known concerning the biological significance of such hereditary differences in GCs among individuals.
GCs in a Cell Gpe Differ Between Sexes. Cells in proximal straight tubules of mouse kidney are considered similar in the two sexes and uniform on the basis of abundant morphological and cytochemical criteria. However, in inbred Mus castaneus/Ez and, to a lesser extent, Mus castaneus/RR (kindly supplied by Dr. Tom Roderick, Jackson Laboratories, Maine), the brush border not only varied among cells, as noted previously, but also differed between males and females. The prevalence of cells staining for terminal GalNAc with DBA and W A approximated 50% in six females (Figure 29) . This reactivity markedly exceeded that in six males, who showed from zero to less than 5% of brush border cells with DBA affinity (Figure 30) . In two females and two males of an inbred line of Mus musculus (Jackson Laboratories), such a sex dependence was reversed. On the other hand, prevalence of DBA stained cells in proximal straight tubules among four females of an outbred colony of castaneus mice (201) varied from nearly zero to greater than 50%. Devoid of DBA affinity in proximal straight tubules, mice of the species M. domesticus and M. hortulanus lacked a basis for showing such a sex difference. The staining in proximal tubules in Mus castaneus possibly reflects an X-chromosome gene coding for glycosylation in females of a polypeptide shared by both sexes.
Stronger binding of DBA and other lectins has recently been encountered in the intercalated ducts of the submandibular glands in females compared with males of Mus castaneus. This difference apparently depends on histological rather than histochemical variability, since intercalated duct cells contain many lectin binding secretory granules in females and few such granules in males. A sex difference with a histochemical basis was found, however, in the granular ducts of the submandibular gland in Mus castaneus. In males, the granule-rich cytoplasm stained with OFA in the presumed proximal portion, but only Golgi zones stained with OFA in the distal part. In females, the cytoplasmic staining of the proximal segment exceeded that in males, whereas the Golgi zone reactivity was absent.
A further sex difference in GC composition has been observed in acini of the murine submandibular gland (173) . These acinar cells in males of three non-inbred strains of domestic mice showed heterogeneity in their affinity for PNA, but at least 50% and sometimes as much as 90% of the cells stained intensely. In contrast, acinar cells in age-matched adult females from two strains of MUS domesticus showed only weak or no staining with PNA. After sialidase digestion, however, all acinar cells in submandibular glands of the two sexes stained uniformly with the PNA-HRP conjugate. This finding suggests variable and lower levels of expression of sialyl transferase in submandibular acinar cells of the male vs the female domesticated mouse. Two species of wild mice, on the other hand (173) , failed to show such a difference between the sexes. Another sex-based difference in GC content was observed in exorbital lacrimal glands of C57 mice. Acini of these glands stained with OFA in males but not in females.
GC Varies in a Cell During Its Maturation. Histochemical methods have yielded evidence for a change in the nature of the GC in stored secretion or plasmalemma as the cell matures. This was shown with cationic dyes which demonstrated production of a sulfated secretory product by immature cells in canine gastric foveolae. In contrast, the mature cells in the superficial convolutions of the surface epithelium produced a non-sulfated, sialylated glycoprotein (206) . As a further example, GC on the surface of epithelial cells in the rat jejunum lost LTA and RCA I affinity while gaining WGA reactivity during cell maturation and migration from the crypts to upper villi (27). In addition, binding of GSA I-& to basal cells in stratified squamous epithelium of mouse skin disappeared on maturation of the cells and their displacement into upper strata of the epithelium (141). Conversely, gastric parietal cells as shown here (Figure 36 ) disclosed an increase in DBA reactivity with presumed maturation and migration towards the base of murine gastric glands. It appears that in canine gastric surface epithelium a transferase adding sulfate to GC is deleted, whereas in murine gastric parietal cells a GaINAc transferase is introduced during cell maturation.
GCs Differ in Normal vs Pathological Conditions. Glycoconjugates change in pathological states, particularly in losing sulfate (33,34) or sialic acid. To cite a few examples, lymphoblasts and lymphocytes of acute and chronic lymphatic leukemia revealed much weaker staining for sialic acid than did their normal counterparts (71) . In our experience, cells of human pancreatic islet tumors ddfered from normal in possessing terminal Galp1,3GalNAc and lacking a sialic acid terminal to the latter antigen. This defect was demonstrated by staining of tumor cells with PNA in contrast to normal islet cells that bound PNA only after sialidase digestion. Decreased sialylation of GC in human breast cancers has been Table 6. Differentiation of glycoconjugates by staining with ultrastructurd cytocbemical methods demonstrated by the same method (128). A similar alteration has been reported involving unmasking of Galpl,3WAc (Thomsen-Friedereich antigen or T-antigen) in choroid plexus epithelium of patients with pneumococcal meningitis. This unmasking of the antigen was traced to the action of sialidase that was released by the pneumococci and cleaved the sialic acid capping the antigen (243).
Moreover, lectin histochemistry has found wide application in pathological diagnosis (132). Therefore, the intense and fairly selective staining with UEA I in endothelial cells has been taken to serve as a marker for tumors of endothelial origin (110) . Strong staining with UEA I differentiated benign from neoplastic epithelium in distal colon and rectum (254). Examining tissues of patients with lysosomal storage diseases has provided information about the nature of the accumulating GC and the type of disease (244).
Carbohydrate Cytochemistry at the Ultrastructural Level
The extensive literature on ultrastructural cytochemistry of complex carbohydrates has been reviewed (65, 126, 157, 163, 164, 172, 210, 213, 234) , and the subject is considered here only in summary form. In early reports, ruthenium red (99) was employed to demonstrate GCs and possibly other constituents and the cationic agent colloidal thorium (155) was used to visualize acidic GG by electron microscopy. Visualizing complex carbohydrates ultrastructurally has in part depended on extension of methods for light microscopic examination to the electron microscopic (EM) level. The dialyzed iron reagent of Rinehart and Abul-Haj (156) has provided a means of demonstrating carboxylated and sulfated GCs (202, 214, 248) and the high-iron diamine (HID) technique has allowed localizing of sulfated G G by EM (77, 165) . In addition, the periodate-silvermethenamine procedure (149) and the periodic acid-thiocarbohydrazidesilver proteinate (PA-TCH-SP) sequence (233) extended the PAS method to the EM level, permitting ultrastructural demonstration of hexoses with vicinal hydroxyls. The above cationic dye and periodate oxidation procedures have been applied for pre-embedment staining of cryosections or finely minced fragments of specimens fixed with glutaraldehyde or a formalin-glutaraldehyde miuture. The techniques have been applied also to post-embedment staining of similarly fixed specimens embedded in epon, styrenemethacrylate or styrene-epoxy mixture, Lowicryl K4M, or LR White medium (127,157,234-238).
Comparing data obtained by the ultrastructural stains enabled classification of GCs in a precise cytological location according to Table 6 ). The enhanced cytochemical resolution with these procedures yielded information about the cytological location of GCs as, for example, heavier distribution of sialoconjugate on apical than on basolateral plasmalemma in pancreatic duct and acinar cells and the presence of sulfated GC in lamina lucida of the basement membrane of only the pancreatic duct cells (77). Resolution achieved with dialyzed iron and HID reached the intraorganelle level, showing different distribution of GC in two or three distinct compartments within a secretory granule in the rat tracheal epithelium (112) . The HID staining of rabbit bone marrow moreover revealed sulfated GAGS confined to the rim of early primary granules of heterophil leukocytes and disappearance of cytochemical reactivity for the GAG in fully mature primary granules (Figure 39) (134,135) .
Application of these methods for visualizing GCs in cytological structures provided evidence for a regional specialization among the lamellae of the Golgi complex. Dialyzed iron imparted electron opacity selectively to trans-Golgi cisternae in cells forming nonsulfated sialomucin. This result attested to addition of sialic acid as a final step in glycoprotein synthesis (214,236,237,248) . Similarly, the HID method stained trans cisternae of the Golgi complex selectively and thus demonstrated the addition of sulfate esters as a terminal stage in the synthesis of sulfated GCs (Figure 40)   (169,237) .
In contrast, the periodic acid-thiocarbohydrazide-silver proteinate (PA-TCH-SP) method in cells with stained secretory product showed reactivity increasing throughout the Golgi complex from cis to trans cisternae (Figure 41) (168,169,210,234,238) . This observation appears to be consistent with the view that sugars containing periodate-reactive vicinal glycols are added sequentially to the growing oligosaccharide chain in its transit down the biosynthetic path. Moreover, the increasing staining density with greater maturation of oligosaccharides indicates staining of internally located sugar residues with the PA-TCH-SP technique. Such an inference could be derived from the concept that silver deposits would not increase from cis to trans cisternae if staining were attributable only to terminal sugars. The terminal sugars remain constant at one or two per unbranched or biantennary side chain, whereas the internal residues increase during elongation of the oligosaccharide. This interpretation rests on the assumption that the GC concentration remains constant from cis to trans cisternae.
Staining with lectins likewise serves to localize GCs at the EM level. This approach is constrained for pre-embedment staining by the limited diffusibility of these asymmetric proteins into tissues and cells in thick sections or minced tissues. However, with techniques in which reagents have access to the cut surface of a sectioned cell, intracellular lectin staining of complex carbohydrates has been achieved. This can be accomplished by pre-embedment staining of thin vibratome sections, cryosections, or finely minced tissues and examining ultra-thin sections taken at the surface of the epon-embedded block (213). The method applying the lectin-enzyme conjugate before embedment has yielded information about the nature and exact distribution of GCs in a number of locations and under a wide variety of biological conditions (7,8,20,43,61,69,106,129,136,170,250) .
Pre-embedment application of lectin-HRP conjugates provided insight into cell mechanisms involved in glycosylation. Staining with PNA-HRP in rat small intestine showed dense reaction product demonstrative of GC with terminal GalD1,3GalNAc, confined to intermediate cisternae of the Golgi complex (Figure 42) (169,170) . This result was taken to afford evidence of regional specialization within the Golgi stacks. Lamellae at the cis face were considered devoid of galactosyl transferase, and nascent glycoproteins in proximal cisternae therefore lacked terminal Gal and hence affinity for PNA. Intermediate cistemae stained selectively since B-galactosyl transferase in these lamellae added the terminal DGal that accounted for PNA affinity. In this intestinal cell. a sialyl transferase occupying downstream cisternae at the trans or maturing face capped the PGal, then rendering it penultimate and masked to affinity for PNA. Glycoprotein in trans cistemae and the mature secretory product of the rat intestinal cells therefore contrasted with that in inter- mediate Golgi cisternae in failing to stain with the PNA-HRP method. Recent observations that sialidase treatment imparted PNA affinity to the normally PNA-negative cisternae at the maturing face support such an interpretation (120). Cell types producing GC with terminal Gal uncapped by sialic acid differ in showing PNA affinity in trans cisternae and final secretory product.
In agreement with this concept, the UEA I-HRP method has localized fucoconjugate in only the cisternae at or near the maturing Golgi face ( Figure 43) (234) . Such localization is in keeping with the known final acquisition of this sugar in a terminal or branch position by the nascent oligosaccharides. Staining for GallGalNAc with SBA-HRP conjugate in cells where secretory granules are positive imparts electron opacity to all regions of the Golgi complex, in agreement with the relatively broad specificity of this lectin and the known internal and terminal positions for these sugars in glycoproteins (45, 59, 88, 115, 189) . The concanavalin A-HRP sequence, on the other hand, revealed staining in cisternae of granular endoplasmic reticulum (107) . a result consistent with initial incorporation of Man and Glc into oligosaccharides in the granular en-doplasmic reticulum, which initiates assembly and attachment of N-linked oligosaccharides (171).
Intracellular localization of lectin receptors has been achieved by post-embedment staining of ultrathin sections with the ConA-HRP sequence (47). the ConA-iron dextran technique (69), or a lectin conjugate to ferritin (226, 227) , alkaline phosphatase (252). or peroxidase (81, 176, 177, 213) . A more recent advance depended on adaptation of the gold labeling technique for immunolocalization to lectin staining at the ultrastructural level (66, 157, 159, 162, 163) . This procedure entails applying gold spherules coated with lectin to ultra-thin sections. Alternatively, the section is treated first with lectin such as LFA and second with gold spherules coated with a glycoprotein such as fetuin, to which the lectin binds. Employing gold spherules of 5-10-nm diameter with one lectin and spherules of 10-20-nm with another lectin permits localization of two glycoforms in the same ultra-thin section. Tissues fixed with glutaraldehyde alone or with formalin are preferably embedded in Lowicryl K4M or LR White medium for post-em bedment gold staining because these media allow better penetration of reagents (127,157).
The advantage of the lectin-gold procedure for localizing lectin receptors in cell organelles, including Golgi lamellae, secretory granules and plasma membranes, and in extracellular space has been demonstrated in several reports (44,66,85,15 7-160,162-164,223,246) . For example, the gold labeling method localized binding sites for HPA at precise locations showing GC with terminal GalNAc, at intervals in the lamina rara externa and lamina densa of the glomerular basement membrane (85,86,160 ). The lectin localization of different terminal sugars in various cisternae of the Golgi complex has provided insight into which Golgi cisternae are involved in the several steps of peptide glycosylation (158,164). Corroborative results that agree with the lectin findings have been obtained by immunostaining for specific glycosyl transferases (161,230) .
The lectin and immunocytochemical approaches thus concur in establishing that the Golgi complex consists of stacks with differing biosynthetic activities. The organization of this regionalization within the Golgi complex sets a pattern for introducing the sequential biosynthetic steps that determine the nature and order of sugars in an oligosaccharide. Producing the highly individual glycoproteins typical of each cell type in an animal apparently depends on as yet unknown mechanisms for organizing cell-specific regionalization of glycosyl transferases within the Golgi complex. Characterization of GCs in situ at the intracellular level has on the one hand provided knowledge about cellular organization and function and on the other raised questions that point to directions for future inquiry. 
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